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Captive Nations Week 1981
Proclamation of the U.S. president
Twenty-two years ago, by a joint resolution approved July 17, 1959 (73
Stat. 212), the Congress authorized and requested the president to proclaim
the third week in July as Captive Nations Week.
Last January 20 saw again a change in administration under our
Constitution, the oldest written document of its type in continuous force in
the world. The peaceful and orderly transfer of power in response to the
sovereign will of our people is sometimes taken for granted by Americans. Yet
events in some other areas of the world should remind us all of the vital,
revolutionary ideal of our Founding Fathers: that governments derive their
legitimacy from the consent of the peoples they govern.
During Captive Nations Week, Americans should realize our devotion to
the ideal of government by consent, a devotion that is shared by millions who
live in nations dominated today by a foreign military power and an alien
Marxist-Leninist ideology.
This week, Americans should recall the series of historical tragedies —
beginning with the broken promises of the Yalta Conference - that led to the
denial of the most elementary forms of personal freedom and human dignity
to millions in Eastern Europe and Asia.
in recent years, we have seen successful attempts to extend this oppression
to Africa, Latin America and Asia - most recently in the brutal suppression
of national sovereignty in Afghanistan and attempts to intimidate Poland.
(Continued on pate 6)

Walter Didyk, honorary member
of Supreme Assembly, dies
DETROlT - Walter Didyk, an
honorary member of the Ukrainian
National Association's Supreme As–
sembly and a Ukrainian community
activist, died here in Harper Hospital on
Friday, July 3, after a prolonged illness.
He was 77.
Mr. Didyk was born September 28,
1903, in the village of Uhryn in the
Chortkiv region of western Ukraine. He
was active in the Ukrainian liberation
struggle and in May 1923 was sent, on
orders of the Ukrainian Army Organi–
zation (UvO), to Czecho-Slovakia.
Upon emigrating to the United States in
the fall of that year, he settled in
Detroit.
Mr. Didyk joined the UNA on April
2, 1927. At the 19th UNA Convention

Walter Didyk

held in Washington in 1937, he was
elected supreme advisor of the UNA and
subsequently re-elected to the post at
five consecutive conventions, including
the 24th which was held in 1958. in 1962
he was elected honorary member of the
UNA'S highest body, the Supreme
Assembly. Mr. Didyk was president
and later honorary president of the
Detroit UNA District Committee.
in addition to his work within the
UNA, Mr. Didyk was active in a num–
ber of Ukrainian organizations, among
them: the Organization for the Rebirth
of Ukraine; he was co-founder and
president of the first branch of the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of Ame–
rica founded in Detroit; a member of
the building committee of the Ukrai–
nian National Home, the Michigan
League, and many other local organi–
zations.
After World War H he was active in
helping recently arrived immigrants
settle in America.
Surviving are wife Anastasia, daugh–
ters Olga Russell and Anna Girardin
with their families, and sister Parania
Shake.
The funeral was held on Monday.
July 6, at St. John the Baptist Church,
interment was at St. Jadwiga Cemetery.
Many UNA'ers attended memorial
services for Mr. Didyk. Eulogies were
delivered by: Dr. Myron B. Kuropas,
UNA supreme vice president, who
spoke on behalf of the UNA Supreme
Executive Committee; Roman Kuropas
and Eugene Repeta, supreme advisors;
and Roman Tatarsky, chairman of the
Detroit UNA District Committee.
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Raisa Rudenko reported missing
NEW YORK - Raisa Rudenko,
wife of the imprisoned founding mem–
ber of the Ukrainian Helsinki Monitor–
ing Group Mykola Rudenko, has dis–
appeared mysteriously, according to the
New York-based External Representa–
tion of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
information that has just reached the
West from Ukraine indicates that Mrs.
Rudenko has been missing since April
14.
Mrs. Rudenko, who lives in Kiev, the
capital of Ukraine, has not arrived at
pre-arranged meetings, has not telephoned her friends, and is never home,
the external representation reported.
On rare occasions the door to the
apartment (address: 252084, Kiev-84,
Koncha Zaspa 1, apt. 8) in which she
has lived alone since her husband's 1977
arrest has been answered by a nephew, a
student wholives with his father - Mrs.
Rudenko's brother—on the same street
as the Rudenkos. However, it is known,
said the external representation, that

because of a lack of philosophical
kinship, Mrs. Rudenko never left the
keys to her apartment with her brother.
Mr. Rudenko, 60, a writer and a
nominee for this year's Nobel Peace
Prize, was arrested in February 1977
along with Oleksa Tykhy, another
founding member of the Kiev-based
Ukrainian Helsinki Group set up in
November 1976 to monitor compliance
with the 1975 Helsinki Accords.
Mr. Rudenko was chairman of the
group. He was sentenced at a closed trial
on July 1, 1977, to seven years in a strictregimen labor camp to be followed by
five years' internal exile on charges of
"anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda"
(Article 62 of the Criminal Code of the
Ukrainian SSR).
The External Representation of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group reported the
following events apparently related to
the disappearance of Mrs. Rudenko.
(Continued on page 6)

Soyuzivka opens summer season
KERHONKSON, N Y . - Soyu–
zivka opened its 29th season here on
July 3 with over 2,000 guests from
throughout the United States, Canada
and even Europe converging on the
upstate resort to take advantage of the
long weekend and enjoy the variety of
events scheduled to start off the summer
season.
Despite what seemed like an inces–
sant downpour throughout much of the
independence Day weekend, crowds
showed up for the musical and dance
programs, the indoor dance and the
USCAK (Association of Ukrainian
Sports Clubs of North America) Eastems, the first tennis tournament of the
season at Soyuzivka which highlighted
the three-day weekend.
See page 4 for story on the first
tennis tournament of the season at
Soyuzivka.

The activities began with a special
independence Day program on Friday,
July 3, in the veselka pavilion. Emcee
Anya Dydyk read excerpts from the
Declaration of independence. Follow–
ing each reading, vocalist Oksana
Tromsa sang and played the guitar.
Music was also provided by drummer
Dorko Senchyshyn and accordionist
Alec Chudolij.
Appearing for the first time at Soyu–
zivka was the voloshky trio, consisting
of Roma Nadberezny. Mariyka lvash–
ko-Klasen and vera Fuk. from Oshawa,
Ont.
....

Following the independence Day
program was a dance to the music of the
Tempo Orchestra.
Saturday evening's cultural program
featured the voloshky trio and the
Sokoly dance ensemble, also from
Oshawa.
The program was followed by a dance
inside the veselka pavilion with music
provided by the Chervona Kalyna and
Soyuzivka orchestras.
Among the participants in this year's
season opener were many notable
Ukrainian community leaders and
UNA officers. They included the Rev.
Dr. Bohdan volosin, pastor of the Holy
Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church in
Kerhonkson; UNA Supreme vice Pre–
sident Mary Dushnyck; Svoboda edi–
tor-in-chief Zenon Snylyk; UNA Sup–
reme Advisor Michael Soroka; UNA
Supreme Auditor Prof. John Teluk; as
well as former hockey player of the
Ukraina-Lviv sports club Omelian
Buchatsky from Australia.
The weekend also marked the close of
the tennis and girls' camps and the
opening of the boys'camp.

1NS1DE:
Ш Joint statement of Ukrainian
and Jewish communities in Cleve–
land - page 3.
Ш interview by George Zarycky
with Adrian Karatnycky on his factfinding trip to Poland (Part 1) page 7.
Ш Media Action Coalition pages 8 - 9.
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Dissidents defend Amnesty international
ORANGE. Calif.
Prisoners of
conscience in Soviet labor camps have
issued an open letter defending Am–
nesty international against continuing
attacks in the Soviet press. The author
of this letter is viadimir Osipov. a
Russian Orthodox believer now serving
an eight-year sentence for his activities
as editor of the unofficial journals
veche and Zemlia.
" He points out that Amnesty lnterna–
tional "campaigns for the release of all
prisoners of conscience, including
Communists, throughout the world"
and recalls that a mere eight years ago.
in 1973. the organization was represent–
ed at the Moscow international Peace
Congress and that its former head. Sean
McBride. was awarded the internation–
al Lenin Prize. Articles which have been
appearing in lzvestia over the past six
months, attempting to discredit Amnes–
ty international.are seen by Mr. Osipov
and other prisoners as "retaliation
against Amnesty's steadfast moral
independence and refusal to bow to
political pressure from anyone, includ–
ing the Soviet Union."
"Speaking as an inmate of a concen–
tration camp," Mr. Osipov goes on, "it
seems eminently clear that the full score
of KGB terror has been unleashed
against dissent in the USSR."
A psychological campaign against
prisoners of conscience in camps has
accompanied this ideological campaign
in the press. Prisoners who have public–
ly "repented" their former activities
are being used by the authorities both in
press articles denouncing Amnesty
international and in daily surveillance
and harassment of "unrepentant" fel–
low prisoners.
Statements by "reformed" prisoners
claiming that Al had. misrepresented
their cases, that they had no need of help
or support from a foreign. anti-Soviet
organization, have recently appeared in
lzvestia (March 20). as part of an article
which also alleges that "human-rights
activists" are merely interested in
"building up any kind of political
notoriety so that they can sell them–
selves more profitably; all their socalled ideas are exchangeable for dirty
money." it is implied the such "notor–
iety"and "dirty money" are supplied by
Al groups in Tel Aviv and the United
States, which also have links with the
СІА.
Mr. Osipov comments: "The persons
'exposing' Amnesty international in
lzvestia on March 20 are faces 1 see
every day here, behind barbed wire. І
shall repeat and supplement their
names: Mikhailov. Novikov, Kononov,
Tilgalis. They repented of uncommitted
wrongdoings before the authorities in
hope of purchasing freedom. But the
authorities decided against releasing
' them, instead, granting the occasional
petty rewards, they decided to use them
in the campaign of psychological terror
which is carried out against those
prisoners who have not pleaded guilty
and who have, not shown themselves
amenable to 'treading the path towards
reform.' "
According to Mr. Osipov. this KGB
method of "choking the unrepentant
with the hands of the repentant" is said
to have reached unprecedented propor–
tions in many Soviet camps. "The
system is not to give us a moment's
peace, day or night, even after lights out
or during forced labor. The aim is to
exhaust, to deprive one of any rest,
privacy, normal human contact."
Protests from the persecuted prison–
ers to the procuracy only get as far as the
KGB. while the smallest sign of person–
al resistance is considered to be "terror-

nation ol persons who arc on the way to
reform." which can carry a penults ol
death bv firing squad.
"Our conditions become daily more
and more inhuman. For almost a year
now we have received no edible bread
instead we receive half a loaf of some
baked mass and three ladles of skilly.
All letters from friends are confiscated,
and only about one-fifth of letters sent
by relatives are actually given to us.
virtually no meetings with close rela–
tives are allowed: we are deprived of
them in accordance with the now
traditional formula 'for violation of (he
(camp) regime.' " wrote Mr. Osipov.
"Let the whole world know, and not
just Amnesty international, that the
prisoners of conscience derided by
lzvestia as criminals and mercenaries.
are suffereing here for no valid reason,
for no crimes
even political ones.
None of us aimed to undermine or
overturn the Soviet government, and
whatever was the nature of our activity
- educational, religious or in the
sphere of human rights - we envisaged
it within the existing social framework.
The demand that we adopt a pattern of
thought which would easily accommo–
date acceptance of the violations inhe–
rent in this framework, is both illogical
and untenable, for violence is not
something to be condoned in any
context," he notes.
Nevertheless. Mr. Osipov and his
fellow prisoners feel that state violence
requires some form of retaliation.
Mr. Osipov goes on to say: "Therefore. І would like to suggest a boycott ol
the newspaper lzvestia. І suggest that
nobody, anywhere, purchase this paper,
refuse to subscribe to it and abstain
from quoting from it. Let private,
publie and political life in this world go
on as if this newspaper did not exist.
And let it remain so until the slanderers
openly and honestly admit their wrongdoing."
The call for a boycott of lzvestia is
supported by Ukrainian human-rights
activists Yuriy Badzio. Mykola Ruden–
ko, Mykola Kraynyk and Dmytro
Mazur, as well as by the Lithuanian
Catholics vytautas Skuodis and Anas–
tazas Janulis, recently imprisoned for
their parts in producing the Chronicle
of the Lithuanian Church and other
samizdat journals.

Gamsakhurdia tells
of religious persecution
ORANGE, Calif. - Zviad Gamsa–
khurdia, an English professor and
founding member of the Georgian
Helsinki Group, sent a letter to Soviet
leader Leonid Brezhnev on December
29, 1980, outlining religious persecution
of members of the Georgian Orthodox
Church, Keston News has learned.
The focus of the letter was the arrest
and harassment of Moisey Otarashvili,
an Orthodox priest, for lighting candles
at a Georgian church which was official–
ly closed. Mr. Gamsakhurdia charged
that the authorities have refused to
accept citizens' petitions calling for the
reopening of the church, despite the fact
that a requisite number of 20 believers
signed the request.
Mr. Gamsakhurdia. whose father
was a prominent Georgian literary
figure, was dismissed from his post at
Tbilisi University in 1975 for his hu–
man-rights and civic activities.
Two years later, he was expelled from
the Georgian Writers' Union.
(Continued on page (4)
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A matter of principle?
JERSEY C1TY. N.J. - A twofront controversy is brewing around
the upcoming soccer showdown
between the Cosmos and the Do–
netske Shakhtar (billed everywhere,
in Russian, as Shakhtyor) team from
the Ukrainian SSR. which is sche–
duled for today. July 12. at Giants
Stadium in Eest Rutherford. N.J.
First, the Soviets sent the North
American Soccer League a telex
threatening to withdraw from the
competition if the Cosmos' Steve
Wegerle, a South African, plays in
the game.
Concern for human rights and
principle, you see.
Meanwhile, the New York Post's
sagacious sports writer, Phil Mushnick, advising the NASL to tell the
Soviets to "go to hell," reasoned that
the Soviets' espoused concern for
human rights is nothing more than
self-serving grandstanding and antiWestern posturing.
Mr. Mushnick put it this way:
"Meanwhile, many of the Shakhtyor
players are Ukrainians. They bristle
when called Russians or Soviets, if
the USSR were so concerned with
human rights, Ukraine would be a

country unto itself."
Bravo. Mr. Mushnick.
But the Cosmos front office, clear–
ly not as sagacious as Mr. Mushnick,
is busy billing the contest as a showdown between the Cosmos and the
Russians. No mention of Ukrainians
or that the team's home city, Do–
netske, is in Ukraine. The Cosmos vs.
Russia hype appeared in an ad in The
New York Times.
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A concerned and dear reader of–
ours called the Cosmos public rela–
tions department to complain about
the inaccuracy and told us that she
was rudely treated by one Carry
Kimmel,who spoke to her in the
absence of Cosmos publicist Mark
Brickley.
We suggest that readers also call
Mr. Kimmel and beef about the way
the contest was billed, informing the
testy publicist that others — Mr.
Mushnick, for example - seem to
see the truth of the situation. Why,
then, can't the Cosmos smarten up?
Readers should call (201) 265-7315
and ask for the public relations
department.

Workers' strikes reported in Ukraine
NEW YORK - News of workers'
strikes in Ukraine have reached the
West, reported the Ukrainian Supreme
Liberation Council abroad.
At the end of March and beginning of
April, there were two strikes at the
production plant affiliated with the allSoviet academic-research institute for
the livestock industry. Each strike
lasted a day and a half.
The first strike started as a result of
the increase of production quotas by
plant administrators without a com–
mensurate increase in wages. Asa result
of the strike, there were no changes
instituted in the production quotas.
The second strike followed the breakdown of the waterworks system in'the

Kiev-Sviatoshynsk region where the
plant is located. The system was repair–
ed on the second day of the strike
whereupon the workers returned to
work.
it is generally believed that the
organizers of the strike were persons
affiliated with the party committee and
the city committee, in the aftermath of
the strike, the director of the plant was
fired and there were changes in the party
and city committees.
At the same time there was also a
strike at the iron-concrete factory in
Kiev. The issue here was the reduction
of production quotas which theadmini–
stration had raised. Ultimately, the
demands of the strikers were met.

News briefs from Ukraine
NEW YORK - The following news
briefs supplied by the press service of
the Ukrainian Supreme Liberation
Council (abroad) call attention to
continued repressions in Ukraine.
"The apartment of 85-year-old N.
Suroviseva who lives in Uman was
searched in March. The KGB told Ms.
Surovtseva that the search was held in
connection with the Kandyba case. Ms.
Surovtseva's literary archives were

confiscated at the time of the search.
e Halyna Melnyk, thewidow of M.
Melnyk, was summoned to KGB headquarters in April where she was repri–
manded for her "unfortunate" connec–
tions.
9
Marko Mylkovsky, an employee at
the institute of technical data, was
arrested in February in Kiev for having
posted (along with five friends) leaflets.
(Continued on page 10)
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Cleveland Ukrainians, Jews
issue joint statement
Following is a joint statement issued
by theMJnited Ukrainian Organizations
of Greater Cleveland and the Jewish
Community Federation of Cleveland.
The statement was issued on June 16
following several weeks of meetings
between the two communities, it was
releasedjust before the June 23 decision
in the John Demjanjuk case.
Representatives of the Ukrainian
Organizations of Greater Cleveland and
the Jewish Community Federation of
Cleveland have been meeting during the
past few weeks to discuss issues of
common concern and to build a mean–
ingful basis for continuing dialogue.
Both organizations believe in the neces–
sity of working together on issues of
mutual concern, such as the violation of
human rights in the Soviet Union and
the need for revitalization of our city
here at home. We also believe that our
discussions can lead to a better understanding by both Ukrainians and Jews
of those issues that are of particular
concern to our separate communities,
such as the desire of the Ukrainian com–
munity to achieve the independence of
Ukraine and the struggle of the Jewish
community on behalf of Soviet Jewish
emigration. The dialogue is also impor–
tant in that it prevents groups and
individuals within and outside of each
of our communities from attempting to
use the denaturalization hearing recent–
ly concluded in Cleveland's Federal
Court as a means of provoking confron–
tation and fomenting hostility between
our two communities. This is especially
necessary in view of the history of
common suffering and the mutual
aspirations of oppressed Ukrainians
and oppressed Jews in the Soviet
Union.
The tragic events which have affected
each of our peoples is self-evident. The
Holocaust - the planned Naziextermi–
nat ion of all the Jews of Europe — men,
women and children - solely because
of their birth, destroyed millions of
Jews and represents barbarism and
brutality of overwhelming proportion
in human history - a fact recognized by
the Ukrainian community which also
suffered great human losses at the hands
of the Nazis.
Ukrainians have also been the victims
of Soviet crimes against humanity.
Stalin's planned famine of the 1930s
directed against the Ukrainian people in
the Soviet Union caused millions of
deaths and inflicted untold suffering.
The Jewish community can well under–
stand the magnitude of Ukrainian
suffering at the hands of the Soviet
Union, which is today the tormentor of
Soviet Jews and a major adversary of
the state of lsrael in the international
arena.
Both the Jewish Community Federa–
tion and the United Ukrainian Organi–
zations now stand together in demand–
ing justice — appropriate legal action
against all who participate in acts of
genocide and crimes against humanity.
Both of our organizations agree that
there must be no statute of limitations
on these crimes, whether they were
committed'in times of war or peace.
Together we reject the efforts of those
who would use fear, hatred and preju–
dice to divide and weaken our commu–
nities. Neo-Nazi attempts to stir up
religious and ethnic hatred in our
community are an affront to the memory
of Ukrainians and Jews who died at the
hands of the Nazis. Similarly, we reject
any Russian attempts to create hatred
between Ukrainians and Jews.

We categorically reject the concept of
guilt by association employed so fre–
quently against both Jews and Ukrai–
nians, in an attempt to blame all the
members of a group for the actions of
individuals. The denaturalization hear–
ing recently completed in Federal Court
has to do with the alleged conduct of a
single person, not the actions of the
entire Ukrainian nation. We recall that
during the Second World War many
leading Ukrainians, such as Metropoli–
tan Andrew Sheptytsky, the archbishop of Lviv, and countless others,
risked their own lives and freedom in
Ukraine to save Jews.
The oppressive policies of Russian
imperialism-require continuing cooper–
ation between our two communities.
The Soviet government has long de–
prived both the Jewish community and
the Ukrainian nation in the Soviet
Union of elementary human rights,
cultural and national freedom. We
believe that with cooperation between
Ukrainians and Jews in Cleveland and
other American communities we can
undertake joint actions against these
continuing Soviet persecutions which
represent a flagrant violation of the
Helsinki Accords.
As Americans, Ukrainians and Jews
share a common concern for maintain–
ing cultural pluralism in the United
States. Jews, Ukrainians and all other
nationality groups, while entitled to full
participation in the mainstream of
American society, must remain free to
pursue their own aspirations; to advo–
cate their own causes; and to educate
their children in their own unique
cultures, heritages and religious beliefs.
We support the right of Americans of
Ukrainian descent to advocate and seek
the independence of Ukraine, just as we
support the right of American Jews to
support and sustain a strong state of
lsrael so that she could continue to serve
as America's ally in the Middle East and
stand as a bulwark against Russian
aggression in the area.

з
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U.S. Justice Department drops case
against My kola Kowalchuk
PHILADELPHIA - The us. Jus–
tice Department has decided to drop its
denaturalization action against Mykola
Kowalchuk, who, it had alleged, belong–
ed to a Ukrainian police unit during
World War 11. The case has been
dismissed partly because the Soviet
government was unable to produce a
purportedly original identification card
it first reproduced in a 1963 newspaper.
in a June 5 press release, Allan A.
Ryan, director of the department's
Office of Special investigations, a
special unit created to ferret out alleged
Nazi war criminals or collaborators
living in the United States, and U.S.
Attorney Peter vaira stated that a
number of developments since the suit
was first filed on January 13, 1977, led
them to drop the case.
A witness, Moshe Jakobson-Berg–
ram, who claimed he was in Lubomyl,
Poland, at the time of Mr. Kowalchuk's
alleged service, died in lsrael in 1979
before being deposed by the United
States or the defendant. "His 1977
statements to U.S. prosecutors were not
subject to cross-examination and,
hence, cannot be introduced as
evidence," the press release said.
Moreover, the Soviet evidence, alleg–
edly an original identification card first

reproduced in 1963 in a Soviet paper,
could not be authenticated.
"The Soviet Union has informed us
that it has been unable to locate the
original identification card that had
been reproduced in the 1963 newspa–
per," according to the Justice Depart–
ment statement.
As a result of these events, the Office
of Special investigations decided, after
seeking additional evidence, it had no
case against Mr. Kowalchuk.
"Those discovery proceedings are
now complete," the statement went on,
"and it is our conclusion that the
available, admissible evidence is insuffi–
cient to prove, clearly and convincingly
as is required by law, that Mykola
Kowalchuk was indeed a member of the
Ukrainian police or took part in pcrse–
cution during World War 11."
"Accordingly," the statement said, "it
is our duty as federal prosecutors to ask
the court to dismiss the case against
him."
The statement did say that the Office
of Special investigations is prepared to
go to trial against Serge Kowalchuk,
who was also accused of covering up his
past activities to gain admittance to the
United States following the war.

Captive Nations Week observances

Boston program slated for July 15
by Orest Szczudluk

BOSTON - The annual observance
of Captive Nations Week will be held on
Wednesday, July 15, starting at noon
at historic Faneuil Hall in Faneuil
Square here.
This event will be the highlight of the
Captive Nations Week beginning July
12 which, as proclaimed by Gov. Edward J. King,"serves as an appropriate
forum to manifest public support for
freedom and independence for all
captive
nations everywhere."
Jews remember when false evidence
The program will feature prayers,
was produced at the trial of Anatoly
Shcharansky and other prisoners of reading of proclamations, speeches and
conscience in the Soviet Union. We a cultural program.
Speakers will be: Dr. Chester Nowak,
know the Soviet practice of using false
documents as a pretext to secure the a Pole who is professor of history at
conviction of innocent people in the Bridgewater State College; and Earl W.
Soviet Union. The Jewish community Tutt!e. publisher and editor of The
therefore can understand the Ukrainian Truth, a publication dedicated to cap–
community's mistrust of Soviet-pro– tive nations.
From the Ukrainian community,
duced documents, and their opposition
to their introduction in American the very Rev. Mykola Newmerzyckyj,
pastor of St. Andrew Ukrainian Ortho–
courts.
dox Church in Boston, will deliver the
On the other hand, the Ukrainian invocation; and the dance group of the
community, having suffered dreadfully
at the hands of the Nazis, can also
understand the depth of the anguish of
the Jewish community over the de–
struction of European Jewry during
World War 11 and of their deep and
legitimate desire that those responsible
N EW YOR K - The Captive Nations
for such atrocities be brought to justice Week Committee here announced that
through the use of all credible and the 23rd annual obervance of Captive
admissible evidence.
Nations Week will be held between July
Recognizing each other's concerns 12 and 19.
and objectives, both the United Ukrain–
Observances will begin on July 12
ian Organizations and the Jewish Com–
munity Federation express full confi– with an ecumenical service at 11:30 a. m.
on
Statue of Liberty island in New York
dence in the American system ofjustice.
harbor, followed by a cultural program
in the meetings held thus far, the at noon.
leadership of our respective organiza–
A parade along Fifth Avenue from
tions have already developed a keen
sensitivity to the attitudes and aspira– 51st Street to 72nd Street is scheduled to
tions of both communities. We see take place at 10 a.m. on July 19. the
opportunities for joint projects in the close of Captive Nations Week. The
future, and we pledge to continue our march will be followed by a program at
efforts to promote better mutual under- the bandshell in Central Park Mall
standing between Ukrainians and Jews. beginning at 11 a.m.

Ukrainian American Youth Associa–
tion will perform Ukrainian folk dances
Gov. King and other prominent
political and civic leaders have been
invited to attend the observance.
On Sunday, July. 12. priests of the
Boston Archdiocese will offer prayers
for the freedom of all captive nations.
Prayers were requested by Cardinal
Humberto Medeiros, archbishop of
Boston. Prayers will also be offered in
both Ukrainian Catholic and Ukrainian
Orthodox churches in Boston.
The event is sponsored by the Captive
Nations Committee of Massachusetts,
with active support from Ukrainian.
Afghan. Cuban, Estonian. Hungarian.
Latvian. Lithuanian and Polish organi–
zations.
Orest Szczudluk (Ukrainian) ischair–
man of the CNC of Massachusetts;
lsabel Rivero-Arguelles (Cuban) serves
as secretary and Dr. llga K. Dinbergs
(Latvian) is treasurer.
The Ukrainian community in Boston
is represented through the local chapter
of the Ukrainian Congress Committee
of America.

New York events begin July 12
The Captive Nations Week observ–
ances. which were proclaimed in public
law 86-90 in 1959. will be sponsored by
American Friends of the Anti-Bolshe–
vik Bloc of Nations. Americans to Free
Captive
Nations, the National
Confederation of American Ethnic
Groups, the Chinese Consolidated
Benevolent Association, and the Uni–
ted Ukrainian American Organizations
of New York.
For further information, call Peter C.
Wytenus. president of the American
Friends of the ABN, at (212) 386-3871;
or Michael Spontak. president of the
United Ukrainian American Organiza–
tions of New York, at (212) 545-6671.

4
KERHONKSON, NY.
George
Falinsky took the men's singles crown.
and Zenon Snylyk broke Alex Olynec's
string of six consecutive victories in the
senior men's division during the
USCAK-East tennis championships
held here at the UNA estate Soyuzivka
during the independence Day weekend
which marked the opening of the 29th
summer season at the Catskill resort.
Nusia Dubas captured her first
women's title during the tourney
dedicated to the 70th anniversary of the
founding of the Ukraina sports clubs in
Lviv. Ukraine.
Forty-seven men and women
from various parts of the country
participated in the tourney.
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Falinsky, Snylyk take singles crowns in Soyuzivka tennis tourney

Because of rainy weather, Saturday's
matches had to be played in an indoor
tennis center in nearby Kingston, N.Y.
On Sunday, however, play resumed on
Soyuzivka's seven courts.
On his way to the men's title, Mr.
Falinsky , a member of the Carpathian
Ski Club (KLK) of Cohoes, got by 16year-old Adrian Kutko (Tryzub-Phi–
ladclphia) 6-3,6-0 in the semi-finals,
before defeating Roman Rakoczy Jr.
(KLK-Cohoes) 6-4.6-2.
Participants of the USCAK tennis tourney held at Soyuzivka during the independence Day weekend.
Mr. Rakoczy got to the finals with a
come-from-behind win over George George Hrabec (KLK-Boston) defeated Olynec defeated Constantine Ben (KLK– 7-5, 6-І, after first defeating Mira
Sawchak (Tryzub-Philadelphia), 3-6, 6- Mr. Cikalo 8-5.
Kyzyk (KLK-New York) 8-4 in an
Washington) 6-1, 6-2.
3, 6-2.
in the senior's division, Mr. Snylyk,
in the seniors' consolation round, abbreviated pro-set arrangement, where–
Other juniors competing in the men's representing Chornomorska Sitch of ihor Sochan (Plast) outfought Mark by the winner had to win eight games, in
division were George Cikalo, Mike Newark, beat Borys Kuchynsky (Sitch) Falinsky (KLK-Cohoes) 6-3, 7-6.
the other semi-final match, Ms. Sobolta
Balaban and Denys and Kornylo Czor– 6-2, 6-2, before advancing to the finals
in winning her first Soyuzivka title, defeated Marta Popovych 8-3.
ny.
in which he beat Mr. Olynec 6-4, 6-4.
Ms. Dubas, representing the resort,
(Continued on page 13)
in the men's consolation round,
in the' other semi-final match, Mr. defeated Oksana Sobolta (Soyuzivka)
iwvwMMWMMMWMWww^wwwww^wMMW^"^^^^wwA^^wjwjwMM^wwwiwm^Aww^^^ww^^^wvww
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PHILADELPHIA - some 2,000
people took part in celebrations of the
70th anniversary of the Ukraina Sports
Association of Lviv held here June 2021, with the Tryzub Sports Club of
Philadelphia acting as official host.
The program consisted of sports
events held on the grounds of the
Tryzub center in Horsham. on the
outskirts of Philadelphia, and of a
banquet at the St. Josaphat School in
Philadelphia.
Winners in Saturday's volleyball
tournament were: in the men's division,
the Ukraina Sports Club of Toronto; in
the women's division, Chornomorska
Sitch of Newark.

2,000 celebrate Ukraina sports club's 70th anniversary

At a banquet held later that evening
at St. Josaphat School Auditorium,
over 400 persons — guests, participants
and representatives of numerous organi–
zations — joined in the festivities.
The emcee of the banquet, which
began with an invocation by the Rev.
Mitred M. Charyna, was Roman
Shwed. Roman Sawchak of the jubilee
committee addressed the gathering,
introduced the representatives of the
various organizations and read the
congratulatory messages. The keynote
address was delivered by Oleksander
Skotsen.
Highlighting the evening was the
introduction of the former members of
Ukraina-Lviv, who were greeted with a
round of overwhelming applause. A–
mong the members, mostly former
soccer players, were: Omelian Banakh,
Mykola Hoshowsky, Andriy Komorov–
sky, volodymyr Magotsky, Osyp No–
vytsky, Teodor Novakivsky, Dr. ivan
Pavlichko, Roman Pazuniak. Mr.
Skotsen, Ostap Stetsky, Taras Yatske–
vych, Anton Zmyj, Dr. ivan Yarosh,
hockey players Omelian Buchatsky
from Australia and Dr. Yuriy Dytsio;
boxer Evhen Pashchyn and bicyclist
ivan Babiy.
The deceased members of the associa–
tion were honored with a moment of
silence.

Members of the Ukraina sports club of Lviv gather for a commemorative photo.
Among the guests of honor at the
banquet were: Maria Konashevych, wife
of the former star player of UkrainaLviv; Roman Kucil, president of the
Association of Ukrainian Sports Clubs
of North America (USCAK); Maria
Charyna and the Rev. Mitred Charyna;
star player of Ukraina-Lviv, Mr. Sko–
tsen, and his wife; Mr. Sawchak; the
president of Tryzub, Mr. 1. Chyzowycz
and his wife; columnist Oleh Lysiak and
his wife; and Alexandra D. Shwed.
Among Ukrainian organizations
represented at the banquet were: all the
major Ukrainian sports clubs and
associations; Ukrainian fraternal,youth
and women's organizations; Ukrainian
professional associations; veterans,
Ukrainian credit unions, the Ukrainian
community of Philadelphia as well as
representatives from the Ukrainian
press, radio and television. The Ukrai–

niari National Association was repre–
sented by Supreme Secretary Walter
Sochan. Portions of the festivities were
broadcast to Ukraine by the voice of
America.
Sunday's program commenced with
divine liturgy celebrated by the Rev. Dr.
Bilanych, pastor of Christ the King
Ukrainian Catholic Church. The youth
of the Tryzub Sports Club, Plast and
SUM-A took part in the services.
After divine liturgy, members of the
aforementioned youth organizations
filed past the church, and Mr. Kucil.
president of USCAK, delivered a short
address.
in Sunday's soccer match, the senior
division of Tryzub beat the senior
division of Ukraina Toronto-Montreal
5:1. The senior division of Chorno–
morska Sitch beat Tryzub 5:1. The
soccer match culminated with a game

between the top teams, Chornomorska
Sitch and Tryzub, and the final game
ended in a scoreless tie.
At the conclusion of the tournament,
Tryzub's leading sports activists passed
out jubilee flags to the representatives of
the various sports clubs and awarded
plaques to the winners of the volleyball
tournament.
The jubilee committee has requested
that persons who took photographs at
the sports events and at the banquet,
send in select photos to the committee
for use in the press or for future publica–
tions. The photos should include an
appropriate caption for identification
purposes as well as the name and
address of the sender. The material
should be sent to: Ukrainian-American
Sport Center Tryzub; 4030-32 N. Broad
St.; Philadelphia, Pa. 19141.
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Boys begin camp at Soyuzivka

UNA district committees meet
Boston
BOSTON — The annual meeting of
the Boston UNA District Committee
was held on Sunday. May 31. at the
Ukrainian Catholic Church hall here.
Wolodymyr Hctmansky, district chairman, opened the meeting by welcoming
the Rev. Deacon Petro Ohirko, UNA
Supreme Organizer Wasyl Orichowsky
and the branch representatives.

The boys' camp opened at the Soyuzivka estate on Saturday, July 4, with 18 boys
age 9 to 12 enrolled as participants. The two-week-long camp is being directed by
Stephanie Hawryluk, with the assistance of the "bunchuzhna" Roksolana
Karmazyn and counselors Dan Dydyk, John Tymkiw, Anizia Karmazyn, Motria
Kryzaniwsky, Christine Sapienza, Katie Taraschuk and Marianna Huryn. The
camp's closing ceremonies are slated for July 18.

55 attend Harvard courses
CAMBR1DGE, Mass. - The Har–
vard Ukrainian Summer institute of–
ficia!ly convened its 11th summer ses–
sion this evening with an orientation
meeting and reception in honor of the
55 incoming students. On hand to
welcome the new students were Olga
Andriewsky, director of the 1981 Ukrai–
nian Summer Program; Dr. Michael
Shinagel, director of the Harvard
Summer School; Prof. Omeljan Pri–
tsak, director of the Ukrainian Research
institute; Adrian Slywotzky of the
Ukrainian Studies Fund; and George
Yurchyshyn of the Friends of HUR1.
The 29 men and 26 women participa–
ting in this year's program include a
traditionally strong representation
from the Northeast, Midwest and
Canada and a growing number of
students from the western states: Co–
lorado (three), California (three), Texas
(two) and Arizona (one).

Another somewhat unexpected but,
nevertheless, encouraging trend is the
increasing number of non-Ukrainians
attracted to the field of Ukrainian
studies. Eleven of the 24 students
currently enrolled in Beginning Ukrai–
nian, for example, are not themselves of
Ukrainian extraction.
For the next eight weeks, summer
school students will be attending at least
one of four courses offered by the
summer institute: 20th Century Ukrai–
nian Literature, taught by George
Grabowicz, associate professor of
Slavic languages and literatures at
Harvard University; 20th Century
Ukrainian History, taught by JohnPaul Himka, visiting assistant professor
of history from the University of Al–
berta; Beginning Ukrainian, conducted
by Natalia Py!ypiuk, instructor in
(Continued on page 12)

The main topic in the discussion that
followed centered on the events at the
13th Congress of the UCCA. Cornplaints were voiced regarding the stand
taken
by members of the UNA Supreme
The meeting opened with a prayer,
followed by a moment of silence in Committee on the UCCA; and charges
honor of the district's deceased mem- were leveled against Svoboda that it has
become one-sided; that it does not
be rs.
publish UCCA press releases, but does
The minutes of the 1980 annual run articles by ivan Kedryn, Anthony
meeting were read by district secretary Dragan and ivan Smolij, among others;
Dmytro Galonzka, and they were accept– that Svoboda. shows favoritism toward
The Committee for Law and Order in
ed.
the UCCA and that it does not publish
Presenting his report was Chairman articles which are critical of the com–
Hetmansky. The district's financial mittee.
report was not given due to the absence
of district treasurer, Mykhailo Fran–
Fielding the questions, Mr. Orichow–
kivsky. Dr. ivan Didiuk, chairman of sky asked that malicious rumors about
the auditing board, proposed a vote of the UNA Executive Board and Svobo–
confidence for the outgoing board of da be curtailed as this is detrimental to
officers even though the board had not the general well-being of the UNA and
yet conducted its review, but, he re- the Ukrainian community at large,
assured, it would do so shortly.
noting that such behavior only serves to
The election was next on the agenda further divide the community at a time
when
unity is sorely needed. He went on
and the following officers were elected:
Mr. Hetmansky, chairman; Wasyl to suggest that instead of concentrating
Mihovan, vice chairman; Mr. Ga– on the misunderstandings at hand,
lonzka, secretary; Dmytro Melnyk, efforts be made to participate in such
treasurer. Elected to the auditing com– constructive efforts as the organizing
mittee were: Mr. Didiuk, chairman; campaign to ensure the growth of the
Anna Remick and Jospeh Yirkha, UNA so that it could better serve the
Ukrainian community.
members.
After the elections, Mr. Orichowsky
gave an overview of the state of the
UNA. The speaker noted that the UNA
hopes to continue its tradition of
working for the good of its members

After the meeting was adjourned by
Mr. Hetmansky, participants enjoyed
refreshments prepared by Julia Het–
mansky, Anna Yirkha, Yaroslava Ga–
lonzka and Yaroslava Szczudiuk.

Buffalo, N.Y.

for its organizing achievements, and
reported on UNA financial and organ–
izing matters as well as community
affairs.
in the discussion period which fol–
lowed, Wasyl Sharvan proposed a
resolution that the UNA return to the
UCCA in its current form, while Yaro–
slaw Pryshliak proposed a resolution
that the district uphold the UNA Su–
preme Executive Committee's stand on
the UCCA.
When the resolutions were put to a
vote, only one vote was cast for the first
resolution, two persons abstained,
and the rest of those present voted to
support the UNA position.
After the meeting was closed, refresh–
ments were served.

BUFFALO, N.Y. - Roman Kono–
topsky, chairman of the Buffalo UNA
District Committee, was re-elected
along with the rest of the executive
board during the committee's annual
meeting held here at the Ukrainian
National Home on Sunday, May 17.
After the agenda was accepted, there
was a moment of silence in honor of
deceased members of the district.
With Wasyl Orichowsky, UNA su–
pxeme organizer, listening on, Mr.
Konotopsky gave his report, in which
he revealed that the district had surpas–
sed its organizing quota by 18 percent.
He gave a list of branches and secretar–
ies and the number of members organ–
ized: Branch 360, ivan Hawryluk - 30
members; Branch 127, Maria Harawus
— 18; Branch 104. Maria Hnatyk - s i x ;
Branch 40, Roman Swystyn, and Branch
149. Maria Dyky - two members each;
Branch 87, ivan Troyanowsky - one
member.
Mr. Konotopsky also thanked Mr.
Orichowsky for assisting the branch
secretaries with their organizing efforts,
and urged even more diligent organi–
zing efforts in this pre-convention year.
After district treasurer Petro Hara–
wus gave his report, ivan Drozdowsky,
head of the auditing committee, proposed that the executive be given a vote
of confidence, a motion that was unan–
imously approved.
The executive beard was then reelected in full.
Mr. Orichowsky. after offering greet–
ings from the UNA Supreme Executive
Committee, congratulated the district

Ritter meets with constituents

Rep. Don Ritter (R-Pa.) recently met with a delegation of senior citizens from his
Lehigh valley district. The delegation included (from left): John Segan, treasurer
of UNA Branch 147; Walter Redash, president of the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union retirees; Anna Segan, president of UNA Branch 147; and
Pauline Kreur, treasurer of the union retirees. Rep. Ritter told the group that
school taxes were 'too tough" on senior citizens and that there should be "no tax on
Social Security earnings."

and the Ukrainian community at large.
He went on to cite the funds alloted by
the UNA for community, youth and
charitable causes. Mr. Orichowsky
ended his address by appealing for unity
and cooperation within the UNA and
for greater organizing activity.
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UNA dancers
recruiting members
R i v E R H E A D . N.Y. - The u–
krainian Folk Dancers of Riverhead.
sponsored by UNA Branch 256. are
in the midst of recruiting new mem–
bers.
Participation is open to children
and teenagers, age 5 and up. Re–
hearsals are held every Friday start–
ing at 7 p.m. in the church hall of St.
John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic
Church on Franklin Street in Riverhead.
For further information contact
the dance group manager Antoinette
Nabrizny. 135A Sound Ave.. Calver–
ton. N.Y. 11933. or call (516) 7270684 after 5:30 p.m.
,X.I,A^I^JU^.U.IJUJJIAAJUUU^^.
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Ukrainian Weel
Captive Nations Week
Last year in this space, we said that the captive nations concept,
which, in the past, has been lashed about by the changing currents of
foreign-policy exigencies, remains just as vital and pertinent as it was
22 years ago when Congress proclaimed the third week in July as
Captive Nations Week.
Although, over the years, presidential proclamations became more
ceremonial than substantive, the concept hung on precisely because
events continued to bear out its essential truth — that the Soviet
Union's geopolitical strategy continues to be expansionist and
presents a genuine danger to the West.
We concluded then that the captive nations concept was anything
but what the Soviets liked to call a cold-war relic. With Red Army
troops dug-in in Afghanistan, Warsaw Pact tanks poised menacingly
on Poland's borders and the Kremlin's proxy army — the Cubans —
marauding around Africa, the captive nations concept is relevant now
as ever.
Acknowledging this fact, President Reagan wrote in this year's
proclamation: "in recent years, we have seen successful attempts to
extend this oppression to Africa, Latin America and Asia — most
recently in the brutal suppression of the national sovereignty in
Afghanistan and attempts to intimidate Poland."
Although not mentioning the Soviets by name,President Reagan
also referred to "the broken promises of the Yalta Conference" that led
to "the denial of the most elementary forms of personal freedom and
human dignity to millions in Eastern Europe and Asia," thus
acknowledging the initial events which underlie the captive nations
concept.
""
Yet, despite international developments that continue to uphold
and verify the veracity of the captive nations concept, there are still
many people who persist in clinging to the notions that somehow the
problems of Eastern Europe lie beyond the scope of American
influence. They would desperately like to believe that the Soviets are
not by nature belligerent colonialists, but merely protecting their
accepted sphere of influence.
it is therefore incumbent upon the Ukrainian community and other
concerned Americans to actively take part in Captive Nations Week
observances and remind their fellow citizens that most peoples living
in this euphemistic sphere of influence would rather not. The
Hungarian freedom-fighters in 1956, the political reformers in Czecho–
Slovakia in 1968, Ukrainian insurgents and, most recently, the
Helsinki monitors, as well as the courageous Polish activists today, are
proof positive that the captive nations are indeed captive, and long to
be free of Soviet domination.
During Captive Nations Week we must work to inform our fellow
Americans that the problems of Eastern Europe are America's
problems, and they will not go away by ignoring the reality of Soviet
aims.

T O T H E WEEKLY CONTR1BUTORS:
We greatly appreciate the materials — feature artides, newt stories, press
dippings, letters to the editor, and the like — we receive from our readers.
in order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask that the
guidelines listed below be followed.
9 News stories should be sent innotlaterthanlOdays after the occurrence of a
given event.
9 information about upcoming events must be received by noon of the Monday
before the date of The Weekly edition in which the information is to be published.
9 All materials must be typed and double spaced.
9 Newspaper and magazine dippings must be accompanied by the name of
the publication and the date of the edition.
в Photographs submitted for publication must be blade and white (or color with
good contrast). They will be returned only when so requested and accompanied
by a stamped, addressed envelope.
9 Correct English-language spellings of names must be provided.
m MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, ЗО
MONTGOMERY ST., JERSEY OTY, N J . 07302.
AH materials are published at the discrea
of the editorial staff and are
subject to editing.
Thank you for your interest and cooperation.
;,.-j '
—Editor
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Appeal of the U.S. Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy
on the observance of Captive Nations Week
" You will learn the iruth and the truth will make you free" (Jn 8. 32)
Dearly Beloved in Christ!
it is difficult to believe that after 2,000 years after the birth of "Eternal Truth and
Love" on our planet, there are still peoples deprived of truth and love, peoples
trampled upon by the boot of falsehood and hatred! it is difficult to believe that in
this age of scientific advancement, invention, computers, rockets, and slogans
extolling happiness, plenty and freedom of man, there are still peoples oppressed by
the satanic hatred of the apocalyptic hammer andsickle!Before our very eyes, a
terrible injustice is being done, for countless millions are denied the right to freely
think, speak, write and worship. Communist prisons, concentration camps and
psychiatric wards arefilledwith the innocent victims of atheistic tyranny, innocent
victims of a hated force against the rights of man are punished for truth, for holy
faith, for love of God and country.
Among these captive peoples we find our freedom-loving, God-pleasing
Ukrainian people.
We are greatly indebted to the American government for the July 1959 resolution
which established Captive Nations Week whereby annually the free world is
reminded that tyranny, despotism, coercion and enslavement of the weaker must
ultimately be banished from the face of the earth; that every person has therightto
freely believe and pray; and that truth must triumph.
This year's Captive Nations Week which we observe July 19-26 should serve the
great ideal of hastening the dawn of liberty for all captive peoples. We must speak
and write unequivocally to the powers of this world to make them aware and to
remind them of the sad reality that atheistic Moscow has become the criminal
prison of oppressed nations. We must vociferously and incessantly remind the
United Nations and the government of the United States that the Kremlin, despite
its endorsement of the Helsinki Accords on the rights of peoples to freedom,
continually and criminally ignores these rights.
During Captive Nations Week we should pray to the Lord of heaven's forces,
that He regard the moans, the plight, the cries, the tears, the blood and sacrifices of
our brothers and sisters behind the iron Curtain and send them the longed-for
freedom.
On Sunday, July 12, during all divine liturgies or immediately after their
celebration, let us earnestly implore the Almighty that His truth quickly free us.
Stephen
Archbishop-Metropolitan of Philadelphia
Basil

Eparch of Stamford
innocent
Eparch of St. Nicholas in Chicago

Week proclamation...
(Continued from page 1)

During Captive Nations Week, we Americans must reaffirm our own
tradition of self-rule and extend to the peoples of the Captive Nations a
message of hope — hope founded in our belief that free men and women will
ultimately prevail over those who deny individual rights and preach the
supremacy of the state; hope in our conviction that the human spirit will
ultimately triumph over the cult of the state.
While we can be justly proud of a government that is responsive to our
people, we cannot be complacent. Captive Nations Week provides us with an
opportunity to reaffirm publicly our commitment to the ideals of freedom
and by so doing maintain a beacon of hope for oppressed peoples everywhere.
Now, therefore, 1, Ronald Reagan, president of the United States of
America, do hereby designate the week beginning on July 19,1981, as Captive
Nations Week.
І invite the people of the United States to observe this week with
appropriate ceremonies and activities and to reaffirm their dedication to the
ideals which unite us and inspire others.
in witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my hand this 30th day of June, in
the year of our Lord 1981, and of the independence of the United States of
America the 205th
Ronald Reagan

Raisa Rudenko...
(Continued from page 1)

On April 16, on the orders of Major
Baniev of the KGB, a search was
conducted at the home of one of Mrs.
Rudenko's friends, Liudmyla Lytov–
chenko. Afterwards Ms. Lytovchenko
was interrogated from 6 to 9 p.m. Her
husband, longtime Soviet political
prisoner Hryhoriy Herchak was taken
from his job that day and interrogated
from 3 to 7 p.m. Both interrogations
dealt mainly with Mrs. Rudenko.
Three weeks earlier, on March 21,
when Mrs. Rudenko was walking to–
ward her apartment after getting off a
bus, an unknown assailant grabbed her
handbag which contained her internal
passport and several uncensored poems
by her husband. The man ran to the
main street, where he jumped into a

waiting truck and drove away.
That same day, an unidentified man
with a shaven head rang the doorbell to
the sixth-floor apartment of Anna
Marchenko, wife of Mykola Horbal,
another imprisoned member of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group. When Ms.
Marchenko did not answer the door, he
left. The man walked out of the building
and was pushed by an officer of the
internal police into a car parked outside,
it is possible that the intent was to
provoke an incident in order to justify a
search of Ms. Marchenko's apartment,
the external representation noted.
The external representation said it
believes the KGB is responsible for the
disappearance of Mrs. Rudenko, in
view of the fact that the KGB has
already arrested all members of the
Ukrainian.Helsinki Group, often using
gangsterlike metho4ss.w-,fjt, jftrJ-:Qg r;
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interview: Adrian Karatnycky discusses developments in Poland
There are three major currents. One is a rather
moderate current which seeks to limit Solidarity to
performing exclusively a trade-union function. This
Part І
current is identified with Mr. Walesa and also with his
Adrian Karatnycky is research director for the advisors, the most prominent of whom is Tadeusz
A. Philip Randolph institute, a civil rights and Mazowiecki, the editor of Solidarity Weekly, the
trade union organization based in New York, movement's national newspaper, which has a circula–
which cooperates with the AFL-ClO.
tion of 500,000. This current, because of Mr.
in mid-April, he, along with civil-rights activist Mazowiecki's cooperation with the Catholic move–
Bayard Rustin, spent two weeks in Poland after ment, has, in some circles, been identified as a
being invited by a regional chapter of the Christian Democratic tendency. More accurately, it is
Solidarity free trade union. During his visit, Mr. a more moderate tendency that seeks to limit
Karatnycky had an opportunity to meet and talk Solidarity to exclusively trade-union functions and
with a number of Polish labor and social move– hopes that other social forces and social groups arise
ment leaders, including Solidarity leader Lech independently of the union movement.
Walesa.
There is another current which is identified with a
Mr. Karatnycky is the author of numerous
number of intellectuals gathered around the journal,
articles on Soviet and East European affairs
Glos (The voice), and this current is a centrist, social
which have appeared in such leading magazines
democratic current. But while arguing for moderation,
and journals as The New Republic, Commonit doesn't take as narrow a view of the functioning of
weal, The National Review, inquiry, The New
Solidarity, it believes that Solidarity is a movement of
Leader and the Ukrainian journal, Suchasnist.
the nation and that it cannot be reduced to exclusively
He is also the author of a book, "Workers' trade-union functions.
Rights: East and West," which was published in
Now mind you , Mr. Walesa himself recognizes that
1980 by Transaction Books, in addition, Mr.
Karatnycky is a former chairman of the Com– the movement is broader than a trade-union move–
mittee for the Defense of Soviet Political Pri– ment. However, for him the ideal is to try and limit the
movement to its trade-union functions, in the long
soners.
run, as other social groups develop.
The interview below was held in Mr. Karatny–
There is also a third faction, which is identified with
cky's Manhattan office on June 30. in the first
part, Mr. Karatnycky discusses the purpose of hisJacek Kuron, who is one of the founding members of
trip, the character of the Polish revolution and its KOR, and it is a rather militant faction which was
pushing for the general strikes in March and
implications.
attempted to push the country, in a sense, to the brink
of a general strike. This group is in some ways
sympathetic to a Marxist analysis of society, and it
fmWtwdWwiwta'ww!KWW
favors a social, political and economic organization
of society revolving around the work place.
WEEKLY: How did your trip to Poland come
about, and what was the purpose of your visit?
This tendency has a great deal of support within the
leadership of Solidarity, and a number of the radicals,
the hard-liners, the maximalist, whatever one wants to
KARATNYCKY: in February or so, the person 1 call them, are very critical of Mr. Walesa. Nonetheless,
work for, Bayard Rustin, an American civil-rights none of them would openly challenge his ultimate
leader and colleague of Dr. Martin Luther King who leadership. They criticize him rather viciously, and
helped organize civil-rights demonstrations and they have spoken about their differences, but they
marches in the 1950s and 1960s and who is active in recognize the reality that he commands a great deal of
the labor movement in the United States, received an respect among the rank and file and there is no move
invitation from the Solidarity section from the city of afoot to displace him.
Kielce. He was asked by that region of Solidarity to
However, the characterization of a cult of perso–
come and deliver a series of lectures about human
rights , the American labor movement and the nality is rather strong, it seems to me that Poland is in
no danger of seeing the Solidarity movement degene–
American civil-rights movement.
On the basis of that invitation, Mr. Rustin and a rate into a movement of personalities of any kind, it is
gentleman by the name of Charles Bloomstein and І a movement that is rather politically sophisticated,
arranged for a trip to Poland and secured a series of with a high degree of participation. Mass movements
meetings with leading figures of Solidarity, including that, in general, are dominated by a cult of personality
the national leadership, as well as with leaders of the tend not to have democratic procedures imbedded
dissident Workers Defense Committee (KOR) and within them. The functioning of Solidarity at the work
place level, the most elementary level, and on the local
various writers. Catholic intellectuals and so on.
The point of our trip was specifically to visit and and regional levels, is characterized by a great deal of
conduct some lectures and meetings in Kielce, but we democratic participation, both in the form of elections
took that really as an opportunity to broaden the and open meetings in which heated debate and
discussion occur, in this context, it is impossible for a
purpose of our trip and to meet with the national
personality to assume a dominant determining role.
leaders of the social transformation of Poland.
by George Zarycky

WEEKLY: You call what is happening in Poland a
"social transformation." Would you elaborate on
some of the philosophical strains which define
Solidarity and the social movement, and on some of
the personalities involved? is there any danger that a
cult of personality may form around Mr. Walesa?
KARATNYCKY: What is occurring in Poland is a
rather complex social transformation, indeed a
revolution, which is affecting all aspects of cultural,
social, economic and political life, it cannot be
reduced to a trade-union movement, nor can it be
reduced to a leader of a trade-union movement. Mr.
Walesa is certainly a very popular figure, and if he
chooses to remain as Solidarity's leader, no one will
challenge him in that position.
However, there is within the leadership of Solidarity
a very large number of very qualified, opinionated and
politically sophisticated trade-union leaders who do
not always share Mr. Walesa's point of view. The
leadership of Solidarity can be divided into several
factions or points of view. These tendencies cooperate
with each other and agree on broad matters of
principle, but, there are some differences with regard
to specific approaches.

WEEKL Y: What of the influence of other ideologic–
al or politicalfactions on the movement, suchas rightwing or rightist elements like the Confederationfor an
independent Poland and others? Do they have any
input into the transformation movement, and how
does Solidarity relate to them?
KARATNYCKY: 1 was in Poland for less than two
weeks, so it is difficult to understand all the nuances,
tendencies, currents and influences that motivate
the Solidarity movement, as well as the social
movement, which overlaps the Solidarity movement
but is broader than the trade-union movement.
However, one of the things that was rather clear was
that, aside from the three significant forces affecting
Solidarity - the centrist and social democratic, the
Christian Democratic (for lack of a better label), and
the Marxist tendencies - there is, among the
militants, who may share a sympathy for left-wing
ideas, a deep respect for some of the more right-wing
nationalists.
Within Solidarity, it takes the form of grudging
respect for people with whom one may not share any
common point of view, but whom one respects openly
for stating what they believe.
in this sense, the KPN (Confederation for an
independent Poland) political prisoners who are
currently on trial are respected by a large number of
Poles precisely because they have spoken out freely
about their beliefs.
But, within Solidarity there is very little direct
influence fromright-wingcircles. From my experience
in speaking with a fairly broad range of regional
Solidarity leaders, members of the national Solidarity
executive committee and so on, none of them
expressed right-wing, pro-capitalist, pro-fascist or
authoritarian views of any sort. They were all deeply
committed to democratic ideals and, to a greater or
lesser extent, the principle of egalitarianism as an
important unifying element in society. Their program–
ma tic documents emphasize four major principles: the
influence of Christian ethical traditions, the influence
of the democratic tradition, the influence of the best
traits in Polish history, and finally the socialist
tradition. These are the four cornerstones on which
Solidarity has attempted to build its movement. None
of these, in essense, coincide with a right-wing
program, and in that sense, those ideas are not
influential.
KOR itself is not a unified group to the extent that it
remains as a group at all. KOR , as an entity , has
disbanded, its members are now advisors to Solida–
rity, and they are divided up among the various
factions as is Solidarity itself. The important thing to
understand is that there is a great deal of consensus
and an ability to cooperate. There are differences
insofar as approaches to particular questions or
questions of tactics, but in the long run, there is unity,
and that unity is fostered by the threat of Soviet
intervention.

Therefore, Mr. Walesa is very important as a
symbol, as a moral force. However, he is not always
WEEKL Y: What of the influence of the Communist
able to attain precisely what he wants, because, in fact, Party, ifany, on Solidarity, as there are party members
he is sitting on top of a membership that is far more in the trade-union movement?
militant tljan he is. The rank-and-file Polish worker is
far more'sympathetic to radical ideas and to very
KARATNYCKY: The Communist Party is also a
broad and far-reaching reforms. Mr. Walesa is a figure
who is able to not repress those types of sympathies rather uninfluential factor within the leadership of
and sentiments, but to channel them in directions in Solidarity, although there are a number of party
which they can be effective and which do not risk members that are Solidarity leaders. Bogdan Us, for
example, a Solidarity vice president, is a member of
Soviet intervention.
the party, as are a number of influential regional
The most significant thing about the Polish
leaders.
transformation and Solidarity's role in that transfor–
However, they are party members who are rather
mation is that the movement is aware of the limi–
tations, both geopolitical and economic, under which critical of the party leadership. So, in that sense, they
it functions. For example. Solidarity has issued a are not influential as Communist Party members; they
statement of principle for the movement which was are Solidarity leaders who happen to be Communist
approved by various tendencies and currents, stating Party members rather than Communist Party mem–
that the union will not seek any far-reaching economic bers who happen to be Solidarity leaders.
concessions in the next year or the foreseeable future,
it recognizes that the objective economic reality in the
country, the tremendous debt to the West, will
WWWWHWOH4
necessitate certain austerities, it is not preaching
extracting higher and higher wages, and it is acting in a
very responsible way. it is also rather conscious of the Next week: Mr. Karatnycky speaks on the role of the
possibility of Soviet intervention and Soviet-inspired Church in the movement, and the role of the
Communist Party in Polish society.
counterrevolution.
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Toward accuracy in identification
-Several months ago, an exhibition containing works
Another useful example is the Pale of Settlement
MEDIA ACTION COALITION
of the Ukrainian sculptor Alexander Archipenko, was
imposed by the Russian tsars. Edicts were enacted
on display at the Columbus Museum of Art in
forcing the Jewish population of the Russian Empire
Columbus, Ohio. Unfortunately, the museum listed
to only settle in the non-Russian areas of the empire.
Archipenko as being a Russian national. When
As the Pale of Settlement came into existence it
complaints were made to the museum that this
comprised the following areas: Ukraine, Byelorussia,
information was incorrect, the official response from
Poland and the Baltic countries. Though these edicts
l'he museum stated that no mistake had been made.
were quite precise in the distinction between Russian
On Archipenko's nationality
The museum's rationale for this incorrect designa–
and non-Russian territories, the Pale of Settlement is
tion was the argument that since Archipenko listed his
nevertheless, consistently described as being in Russia.
Although Ukraine has produced many prominent
birthplace as Kiev, he had to be Russian.
The only logical explanation for snch a contradic– individuals in the fields of the arts and sciences, their
After being contacted about this situation, the
tion has to be generalization, it is a common trait of names are seldom known outside Ukraine or its
MAC initiated an inquiry concerning Archipenko's
human nature to strive for shortcuts. Whenever there communities in the diaspora. The ones who do attain
nationality and location of birth from experts in the
is no overwhelming outcry from the general public, international recognition are, unfortunately, often
field. The response from several major American art
especially academia, expediency will dictate the form identified with a nationality other than Ukrainian, as
museums and prominent art historians was unfortu–
and content of the information. One wonders why is the case with Alexander Archipenko.
nately in line with the position of the Columbus
academia can become so overly inconsistent with
Museum of Art. We also received an extensive list of
regard to the Russian Empire?
This condition is primarily attributed to misinfor–
reference sources also supporting this notion that
Since it does, the MAC sees the need for short– and mation contained in reference material, such as
Archipenko was a Russian national, born in Russia.
long-range remedial action to change this encyclopedias, dictionaries, biographical indices, etc.
Just as the term Russia and Russian are misused to
misconception pertaining to the Russian Empire. The This condition will continue to persist unless it is
identify the Soviet Union and its citizens, so it has
short-range actions would be the continuation of the corrected.
become common practice to refer to the Russian
present community-based response. To date, the
Empire simply as Russia. The Russian Empire has
MAC has demonstrated through the letters and efforts
SUGGESTED ACTlON: if you have any
become a single but very large homogeneous country
printed under Combat Correspondence that
populated by Russian nationals. However, Russia and
individual action can be effective. However, such a documents which will refute the assertions that
its rulers governed a vast empire of many nationalities
response constitutes a piecemeal approach. Such an Archipenko is a Russian national, please forward
and countries — Ukraine, Finland, Poland, the Baltic
action, no matter how good, will not prevent any other them to the listed museums or to any other source
region as well as the Caucasian and Sibefian conquests
museum from continuing the same mistake as the which erroneously identifies Archipenko as a Russian
to name a few. According to common usage, these
Columbus Museum of Art. The practice of or states that his place of birth is Russia.
territories and their respective peoples who were
generalization;'simplification and the resulting
conquered by the Russian Empire have become
misconceptions about the Russian Empire have,
WR1TE TO: Miss A. Brooke, Librarian, Hirshhorn
nonexistent, except as colorful ethnics interspersed
unfortunately, become well-rooted in the general Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian insti–
among the Russians.
public perception as well as academically tution, Washington, D.C. 20560; Ms. J.B. Rozene,
institutionalized. A rather large concerted effort needs Reference Librarian, The Museum of Modern Art,
The MAC felt that in order to combat this situation,
to be initiated in order to change the status quo.
it was necessary to solicit involvement from other
11 W. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019; Mr. B. Bishop,
recognized authorities who could refute this line of
Therefore, the long-range solution requires the Museum Director, Columbus Museum of Art, 480 E.
reasoning. Unfortunately we have received only one
resources and abilities of our community leaders, as Broad St., Columbus, Ohio 43215.
response to our request for assistance over the last five well as our academic community to institute change
months (see COMBAT CORRESPONDENCE), in
through appropriate channels. The contradictions
SEND COPY TO: American Association of
spite of this poor response, MAC feels an offensive
indicated above, need to be brought to the attention of Museums, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St., N.W., Wash–
should still be made in dealing with this inaccurate
the people who practice such generalizations by their ington, D.C. 20007.
identification and understanding of the Russian
professional and academic peers.
Empire.
. The problem we encounter concerning misinforma–
The existence of the Russian Empire began with the' tion will not just go away and it will most certainly not
Wilson Reader's Guide
conquests of Peter the Great, it continued as an empire do so if the people best suited for such action do not
through to the overthrow of the tsar and the formation
demand accuracy at all levels.
As of March 10, The Wilson Reader's Guide to
of the Soviet Union. We are not aware of any academic
- M e d i a Action Coalition Periodic Literature has changed its policy of identify–
authority which will dispute the existence of the
Russian Empire as an accepted fact. Yet this fact
becomes forgotten, ignored and 1 or misunderstood, it
might be helpful to look at the very nature of an
empire.
The general definition of an empire is a political unit
"American understanding of both Russian culture
in 1972, Dr. Yurij D, Knysh published a selection of his
governing an extensive number of territories or people correspondence with various publishers on the subject, as he and those of other peoples of the Soviet Union is
under a single sovereign authority, domination or stated,"... of truth as it pertains to the Ukrainian, people and greatly hindered by the popular use of 'Russian' to
control.
refer to non-Russian cultures and peoples.
their indubitable right to fair and equal treatment in this
This denotes the existence of conquered lands and world." The title of his collection is "Combat Correspon–
"Reference to Mr. Archipenko as 'Russian' dis–
people under the authority of the conquering ruler' dence." it is in this same spirit of truth and the right to fair
country. These territories and people do not lose their and equal treatment for Ukraine that we have adopted the tresses millions of Americans of Armenian, Ukrainian
and
Lithuanian descent, as it results in many
identity and most assuredly do not become one and the above title.
Americans denying the very existence of these people,
same as the conqueror. This relationship is accurately
Ш "Miss Bea West, who is a friend of mine, sent and in the identification of them and their cultural
depicted for all the major European Empires such as
the British and Austrian Empire, yet it is ignored for letters to Mr. Bishop and Mary Harlan informing achievements as Russian.
the Russian Empire.
them that Mr. Archipenko was incorrectly identified
"Educators such as yourself should strive for
The common misconception concerning the Russian as a Russian American artist.
precision. Given the importance of the Soviet Union in
Empire suggests that as the conquered territories and
today's
world, it is essential that Americans be well
"Miss West also included a photograph of Mr.
respective peoples came under Russian authority they Archipenko drawn from the book 'The Ukrainians in informed about the nations of the USSR and its multimiraculously became one and the same with Russia. America'; and also a copy of'Facts about Ukraine and national federative aspect - an essential factor in any
This can be amply shown with eastern Ukraine, its Her People'... After waiting a month and receiving no understanding. ..." - Andrew Pankiw, in a letter to
cities and people as opposed to western Ukraine. reply, 1 decided to write to Mr. Bishop and Mary Mary Harlan, curator of exhibitions, Columbus
-Eastern Ukraine was under the administrative Harlan...
Museum of Art.
jurisdiction of the Russian Empire and is commonly
Ш "1 was somewhat surprised to receive your letter
perceived as being synonymous with Russia. lronical–
"The reply 1 received from Mary Harlan, which is
ly, western Ukraine while being within the Austrian enclosed is difficult for me to respond to. it is difficult ... since 1 thought 1 had explained our position in my
Empire was not identified as Austria itself, nor were its for me to understand her reasoning. But in closing she last conversation with you. ...
"We use the word 'Russian' in its proper historic
people identified as Austrians.
does mention the museum will not change the
sense, that is, in reference to the former nation of
it is very important and necessary to dispel this inscription.
eastern
Europe and northern Asia, roughly coexten–
notion. These conquered territories and people must
"So , now 1 turn to the MAC for assistance. І am sive with the present USSR, which was known as
be identified and differentiated from the Russians. The
Russia. Since Archipenko was bom in Kiev, Russia,
difference between the Scots, Welsh, lrishand English dumbfounded by Mary Harlan. ...
there is no question but that the artist Archipenko's
is well established and the differentiation begins with
"Please suggest an appropriate response to Mary nationality was Russian.
the first social studies book in grammar school. No less Harlan and the Columbus Museum. ..." - Andrew
"it is not our policy to label art works with the ethnic
an effort should be made for a composite population Pankiw, Columbus, Ohio, in a letter to the MAC.
identity of the artist, nor do we label works according
10 times in number which encompasses the diverse
Ш "Though 1 have found the Columbus Museum of to the artist's sex, religion or political affiliation,
peoples governed by the Russian Empire.
Art very informative, 1 am still quite concerned with although these points would probably be of interest to
the wrong image of Alexander Archipenko being somebody.
portrayed as Russian.
it is with deep regret that we note the passing of
"Since we are in accordance with accepted stand Dr. Mykola Kuzmowycz, husband of our friend,
"Alexander Archipenko was born in Kiev, Ukraine, ards within the museum profession, we do not intend
consultant and supporter Olha. We join her and her
and traveled on a Ukrainian passport which included a to change our method of identifying artists as to nation
family in prayers for his everlasting peace.
trident
(which is the symbol of Ukrainian
of origin." - Mary Harlan, in a letter to Andrew
-MAC
nationality). ...
Pankiw.
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unsuccessful. There is a growing concern about her
safety and a suspicion that she might have been
arrested, abducted or worse.
(Details about this case are given in this issue of The
Ukrainian Weekly on page 1.)

Access index
Access: The Supplementary index to Periodicals is
a new index designed to complement the existing
general periodical indices, its purpose is to provide
information about the contents of magazines not
presently indexed and prominently held in library
collections.
n -,

SUGGESTED ACTlON: Write to the letters editor
of newspapers and news magazines about this case;
call or write the wire service organizations and ask
them for available information about Raisa Rudenko;
Unfortunately, this index, like many others, does
call or write the network news editors and ask them to not differentiate between the USSR and Russia. To
Previously, articles dealing with the topic of the . report on the fate of Raisa Rudenko; call or write your them, everything in and about the USSR is "Russia."
U SS R and its structural elements were listed under the government representatives and ask them to inquire
heading of Russia. Obviously, articles on specific about Raisa Rudenko.
nationalities or republics of the USSR will continue to
From the beginnings of the MAC feature in The
be listed under their proper headings.
WR1TE TO: Mr. W.J. Small, President, NBC
Ukrainian Weekly (August 1980) we have received
News, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020;
nearly 500 letters, copies of letters, newspaper
SUGGESTED ACTlON: Write to the reader's Mr. W.A. Leonard, President, CBS News, 51 W. 52nd
clippings, etc., from our readers. And although we
guide and congratulate its executives for taking steps St., New York, N.Y. 10019; Mr. R. Arledge, President,
most fervently wish that we could acknowledge by a
to improve the usefulness of their guide. Remind them
return letter every one of them, our resources are
that since the USSR as a whole and the non-Russian
ABC
News,
1330
Ave.
of
the
Americas,
New
York,
such that unfortunately we are unable to do so.
republics, localities and people are often labeled as
N.Y.
10019;
United
Press
international,
220
E.
42nd
Standard form letters do not seem to make much
Russia or Russians, care must be taken to take this
sense.
unfortunate practice under consideration when St., New York. N.Y. 10017, (212) 682-0400; Reuters,
1700 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, (212) 582articles are being classified.
We do try, however, to address the issues raised
4030; The Associated Press, 50 Rockefeller Plaza,
by the correspondence in our articles and Action
Remind them that there is no shortage of articles New York, N.Y. 10020, (212) 262-4000.
items.
about Ukraine or Ukrainians. Unfortunately, most of
them are listed under the heading of Russia, as, for
A note of thanks
We hope that the results of our collective efforts,
example, with the entry for Kiev in their 1978-79 and
as shown in this issue, might at least in part
1979-80 issues.
compensate
for the lack of replies to your letters, if
Quite often we request from our executive or
not, then "probachte."
legislative members of the government actions in the
Also ask them why they have not introduced similar
form of legislation, executive orders, resolutions,
We would also like to take this opportunity to
changes in their other publication, the Education
meetings or statements for the record.
express our deep gratitude to the editors of the
index.
Ukrainian Echo and America for reprinting some
And although their positive responses are exten–
WR1TE TO: Mr. George F. Heise, Associate
of the MAC material from The Weekly.
sively covered in the Ukrainian press, very little, if
Director of indexing Service, The H.W. Wilson
-MAC
anything, ever appears about these actions in the
Company, 950 University Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10452.
general American press.
SEND COP1ES TO: Mr. L.M. Wiens, president;
SUGGESTED ACTlON: if you are unable to
Mr. G.l. Lewicky, vice president; Ms. J.M. Marra,
SUGGESTED ACTlON: Write to the editors and
obtain general press coverage, write to the letters
editor.
editor of your local newspaper, expressing your explain the necessity of differentiating between the
appreciation of the elected official's efforts, if you do USSR and Russia. Remind them that such prestigious
The case of Raisa Rudenko
not know which newspaper covers a particular elected indexing publications as The Library of Congress
official's district, call or write his^her office and Subject Headings and The Wilson Reader's Guide to
staffers will be more than happy to provide you with Periodic Literature have recently changed their listing
Recent reports from Ukraine tell about the
categories in this area. Tell them that to be useful they
all the necessary information.
mysterious disappearance of Raisa Rudenko, wife of
have to be factual, just as the others are trying to be.
the founder of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group and
Our Ukrainian press can help enormously by
Nobel Peace Prize nominee, Mykola Rudenko.
WR1TE TO: Messrs. J.G. Burke and H. Kehe,
providing information on the elected official's state
and district. This information can also be found in the Access Editors, J.G. Burke Publishers inc., P.O. Box
Since mid-April all attempts to communicate with
1492, Evanston, ill. 60204.
reference section of every library.
her from abroad and from within Ukraine have been

ing the USSR as Russia. A new category - S o v i e t
Union — has been introduced to replace the old
heading of Russia.

"in the early 60s, as a young artist, 1 had the pleasure
of meeting A. Archipenko in New York City. Our
meeting was as genuine and warm as could be between
two Ukrainians. І sincerely hope that in a future
exhibit of Archipenko's works, identification of his
national origin will be accurate." — Wolodymyr
Pylyshenko, chairman, art department. State Univer–
sity of New York, College at Brockport, Brockport,
N.Y., in a letter to Budd Bishop.
Ш "in response to your request, we have done some
research on the issue of Archipenko's nationality. That
U "According to our. research, Alexander Archi– his nationality is Ukrainian there is no question — but
penko was born in Kiev, Russia, in 1887. Kiev is part
to prove it is another story. Unfortunately, Archipen–
of the Ukraine, a section of Russia at that time. Thus ko left very little documentation to define or defend his
his national origin is Russian. He came to the United
nationality.
States in 1923, however, and acquired U.S. citizenship
"Archipenko was born in Kiev, Ukraine. Ukraine,
in 1928. Thus some sources list him as Russian^ Ameri– at that time,was part of the Russian Empire. Ukraine
can. The Museum of Modern Art generally lists artists remained a separate administrative entity of the
by the country where most of their work was executed. empire and was never incorporated into the realm of
We list him as'American, born Ukraine.'..."-Janerte
Russia proper. An analogy could be made of Poland
B. Rozene, reference librarian, The Museum of as part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire or ireland as
part of the United Kingdom. No one in hisrightmind
Modern Art, New York, in a letter to the MAC.
would consider Paderewski an Austrian national or
M "Archipenko was born in Russia, and became a James Stephens a British poet.
U.S. citizen May 6, 1929, in New York and died there
"Although Archipenko emigrated on a Ukrainian
in 1964. ..." - Anna Brooke, librarian, Hirshhorn passport, that passport, we believe, identifies only his
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian institu– citizenship and not his nationality. Archipenko's
tion, Washington, in a letter to the MAC.
application to enter the U.S. identifies his place of
Ш "it has been brought to my attention that the birth as 'Kiev, Russia.'...
Ukrainian American artist, Alexander Archipenko,
"Two authorities on Archipenko, New York's
was identified as 'Russian'in the exhibit at Columbus Museum of Modern Art and the Smithsonian
Museum of Art .
institution, consider Archipenko's nationality to be
"if that is a fact, the identification was incorrect. Russian.
The proper identification should have been 'Ukrainian
"With the exception of one, none of the Ukrainian
American.'
sources which could substantiate Archipenko's
"Mr. A. Archipenko was born into a Ukrainian nationality bothered to reply.
"1 am quite disappointed that we were unable to
family in the capital of Ukraine, Kiev, spoke and
published his early works in Ukrainian and traveled to extract some response from the Ukrainian sources.
the U.S. on a Ukrainian passport. He never thought of But then such an attitude may well explain'why
Archipenko is labeled a Russian and not a Ukrainian
himself as anything else.
"Ukraine, with its capital, Kiev, was a colony of the artist. And this prevailing misinformation is not
Russian czarist empire until the 1917 revolution, but limited just to Archipenko...." - The MAC, in a letter
to Andrew Pankiw.
Ukraine was never a part of Russia.

U "While strolling through the gallery one day, a
friend and 1 noticed the beautiful sculpture by the
Ukrainian American artist, Alexander Archipenko.
We were very delighted to see the work, but wish to
draw your attention to the fact that Mr. Archipenko is
not Russian, and we strongly feel that proper
recognition should be given him at the gallery here in
Columbus...."- BeaMary West, Columbus, Ohio, in
a letter to Budd Bishop, museum director, Columbus
Museum of Art.

Ш "Although 1 will continue as a member of the
Ukrainian Culture Center of Los Angeles, my interests
are oriented toward media action. Consequently i'm
organizing a small number of people in an informal
organization that is named Los Angeles Media Project
(LAMP). Our address is 2424 W. Florence, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90043. Ourphoneis(213)778-8417...."
— Walter J. Lesiuk, Los Angeles, in a letter to the
MAC.
"...Enclosed are
copies of correspondence on
various issues. Please note the exchange of letters with
the publisher of The New York Times. The MAC
article in The Weekly (March 22), 'Toward accuracy in
Holocaust accounts,' is the best i've seen on the subject
of Ukrainians and the Holocaust, and it deserves being
distributed to all newspapers in our community that
are bilingual or which publish in the English language.
"You asked about my suggestion regarding a
network of MAC coordinators. This is an informal
network of 15 or 20 people who will respond to a
'media alert' from the MAC (via letter) in between
articles that are published in The Weekly and when
time is of the essence. A MAC coordinator or rep
should write a personal letter or one from his
organization (if any), make a few copies of the MAC
alert and encourage his friends to write, l^iis isn't
theory, because i've been doing it with regard to the
regular MAC articles. So, for example, if there are 15
or 20 people across the states who can generate an
average of four letters, then we can be certain that an
estimated 60 to 80 letters will be generated in response
to a media alert or to the regular articles.
"The idea is to develop
a low-cost,' informal
system of generating a non-trivial amount of letters on
issues of concern to us. We are not in a position to
build a formal organization or to develop a system for
generating mass amounts of letters. Perhaps , in the
distant future, it may be possible to do something on a
large scale. But we have to do something, because our
major organizations are not attuned to media action,
plus they're too busy with picnics, feuds and tribal
politics.
(Continued on page 14)
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
At

Soyuzivka

in regal repose, the majestic Chemny waits to welcome visitors to Soyuzivka.
The July 17-19 weekend at Soyuz– Monday, July 20
ivka will feature performances by
" Prof. Stanislaw Baranczak, asso–
soprano Lydia Hawryluk and the ciate professor of Slavic languages
multi-talented Soyuzivka ensemble and literatures at Harvard Univer–
during Saturday's entertainment sity, will speak on "Literature, Cen–
program, immediately after the 8:30 sorship and the Underground in
p.m. program there will be a dance at Contemporary Poland" as guest
the veselka pavilion.
lecturer at the Harvard Ukrainian
On the preceding day, as usual, Summer institute at 7:30 p.m. in
there will be a dance to the tunes of Science Center E.
Soyuzivka's own orchestra under the
Thursday, July 23
direction of Leonid verbytsky.
" Author and journalist Myrna
The Soyuzivka program for the Kostash will speak on "Radical
weekend of July 10-12 was highlight– Movements of the 60s and Their
ed by a Saturday evening program Relevance to Today's Social issues"
dedicated to the late young Ukraini– as part of the special events program
an composer volodymyr lvasiuk. at the Harvard Ukrainian Summer
Evelin Beluc appeared with recita– institute at 7:30 p.m. in Science
tion and songs about Mr. lvasiuk Center E.
(with piano accompaniment by Mr.
verbytsky) and Olexej Zhurba pre–
sented reminiscences about the com– Saturday, July 25
" The Lidia Krushelnytsky Drama
poser. The Rosa orchestra provided
Studio will appear in a performance
music for the evening's dance.
as part of the summer program at the
Ukrainian Cultural Center at the
ak:tok
"Grazhda" in Hunter, N.Y. Time:
7:30 p.m.
Friday, July 12
' Beginning of three-day Ukrainian
Youth Festival at the verkhovyna Ongoing exhibits
Resort in Glen Spey. N.Y.
" Exhibition of works by young
Ukrainian American artists Oksana
Saturday, July 18
Cehelsky, Anya Farion, Christine
' The Brookhaven Town Council Janczyszyn-vertein, Dzvinka Or–
on the Arts will present the Ukrai– lo,wsky, Ulana Salewycz and irene
nian Opera inc. in a Ukrainian Night Wolosiansky as part of the special
at the Bald Hill Ski Bowl in Farming– events program at the Harvard Uk–
ville. Long island. Also-featured will rainian Summer institute at Ticknor
be the Marunchak dance ensemble Lounge, Boylston Hall. The exhibit,
be the Marunchak Dance Ensemble which opened July 6, runs through
and Character Orchestra from Mon– July 17. Gallery hours: 9 a.m. to 5
trcal. Time: 8 p.m. Admission: free. p.m., Monday through Friday.

Ukrainian artists to be featured
in Newport Music Festival
by Helen Perozak Smindak
NEWPORT, R.L - The 13th Newport Music Festival, a classical-music
event that concentrates on exotica from
the Romantic era, will be held here from
July 14 to 26 with four distinguished
Ukrainian performing artists and the
music of a renowed Ukrainian compos–
er playing a large part in what The New
York Time's Harold C. Schonberg has
described as the "most unusual music
festival in America and, most likely, the
world."
Pianist Lydia Artymiw and Thomas
Hrynkiv, bass-baritone Andriy Do–
briansky and tenor Edward Evanko will
perform in most of the 36 programs to
be offered in Newport's historic man–
sions.
Except for July 14 and 20, the Ukrai–
nian artists will join other performers in
morning, afternoon and evening programs every day of the festival. They
will appear before audiences in the
beautiful settings of Beechwood, Mar–
ble House, The Elms, Belcourt Castle,
The Breakers, Rosecliff, Seaview Ter–
race and Ochre Court.
A July 23 program at The Breakers,
at 9 p.m., spotlighting the "fullness of
the Slavic sentiment," will include
Ukrainian duets for tenor and bass by
Mykola vitaliyovych Lysenko, sung by
Mr. Dobriansky and Mr. Evanko, with
Mr. Hrynkiv at the piano.
All four artists will appear together in
a concert at Seaview Terrace on July 24
at 4 p.m. The program, titled "Triskai–
dekaphilia" — love of the number 13 —
features compositions of Nikolai Rim–
sky-Korsakov and Anton Arensky and
an unknown Tchaikovsky concerto, the
Andante and Finale, Op. 79 (posthumous).
They will also take part in the festi–
val's most popular program, "Encore,
Encore," featuring festival highlights, to
be held at Rodgers High School on July
26 at 4 p.m.

Mr. Hrynkiw, one of the most soughtafter chamber music players in Amer–
ica, has been described as a pianist of
"dramatic power and poetry." He
appears annually at the Newport Festi–
val and the director, Mark Malkovich,
claimed last year, "He's a phenomenal
young man - we couldn't do without
him."
Mr. Hrynkiv will perform as a soloist
and accompanist, and also serves as the
festival's vocal director.
Ticket prices for most concerts are 59
(morning), 512 (afternoon) and S15
(evening). The festival business office is
at 50 Washington Square, Newport,
R.L, 02840; telephone(401)849-3036or
3037.
For commercial motel and hotel
information, inquiries should be addressed to the Newport County Cham–
ber of Commerce, 10 America's Cup
Ave., Newport, R.L 02840; telephone:
(401)847-1600.

News briefs...
(Continued from page 2)

Prise: S600 (hardboundl. M 00 (softboundl
Postage and handling SO 75
New Jersey residents add 546 salex tax

Msgr. Leo Adamiak

S V O B O D A BOOKSTORE
Jersey City. N.J. 07303

Schedule of tennis tourneys
at Soyuzivka
The Tennis Committee of the Association of Ukrainian Sports
Clubs in North America, headed by Roman Rakoczy Sr., has set the
following tournaments at Soyuzivka this year:

fc

Mr. Evanko, a versatile singer-actor
whose successful career has run the
gamut of opera, Broadway, nightclubs,
soap opera, the Stratford Festival and
Ukrainian festivals, has delighted au–
diences coast to coast with his rich tenor
voice.

Msgr. Adamiak was ordained in the
immaculate Conception Cathedral in
Philadelphia by the late Metropolitan
Constantine Bohachevsky on July 12,
1946. He has been pastor of Holy
Trinity Church for the last 31 years, and
was responsible for initiating the build–
ing of St. Anne Complex in Austintown
in 1965. He served on various commit–
tees of the Philadelphia Archeparchy.
Special greetings for the occasion
were prepared by Archbishop-Metro–
politan Stephen Sulyk.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROWTH OF THE COMMONWEALTH

Doubles
Nationals
UNA
invitational
^^^^------:--;:;----:-------^-.–

Ms. Artymiw, a graduate of the
Philadelphia College for the Perform–
ing Arts, appeared as a soloist with the
Philadelphia Orchestra at the age of 8.
Winner of several prizes, she has achiev–
ed a reputation for her artistry in this
country and in Europe.
Mr. Dobriansky has been with the
Metropolitan Opera Company in New
York since the 1969-70 season. A
popular artist in the Ukrainian com–
munity, he often performs in Ukrainian
festivals and operas. Last season he
coordinated the highly successful U–
krainian Composers Series at the U–
krainian institute of America in New
York.

Pastor to be feted

UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA

30 Montgomery Street
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August 8-9
September 4-7
September 19-20
Ор'оЬег Ю-ц

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - Msgr.
Leo Adamiak, pastor of the Holy
Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church
here, will be honored by the parish–
ioners and church organizations today,
Sunday, July 12, on the occasion of
35 years of his priesthood.
Prior to the noon divine liturgy, he
will be escorted to the church by
representatives of the societies affiliated
with the parish and by an honor guard
of the Knights of Columbus of Msgr.
John Klute Assembly.
A family-style reception will follow
the liturgy!' ' л ' У ї " v ' ' - ч -

The text of the leaflets is unknown at
this time. On April 21, he was charged
with "hooliganism" and sentenced to
five years' imprisonment. Mr. Mylkov–
sky has a two-year old son.
" ThelivingquartersofBorysKovhar
of Kiev were searched some time at the
beginning of this year. Mr. Kovhar had
completed a long term of confinement
in a psychiatric hospital for having
written a letter in 1972 in which he
spoke of the methods used by the KGB
to crack down on the human-rights
movement in Ukraine. During the
search, authorities confiscated Mr.
Kovhar's memoirs of his confinement in
the psychiatric hospital. Of late, Mr.
Kovhar has been summoned for
questioning by the KGB and has been
trTrekferie'd Wi'th'arrest. s ''' ' " " ' "'
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Manitoba parents elect president
WINNIPEG - тегту J. Prychitko
was elected president for a second term
of Manitoba: Parents for Ukrainian
Education at the organization's annual
meeting held here on June 11. MPUEis
a provincial organization which coordi–
nates the development of the EnglishUkrainian bilingual program.
Others elected to the board of direct–
ors are: Roman Yereniuk, vice presi–
dent: Lesia Szwaluk, secretary: Ted
Paley. treasurer; Stella Sichewski.
Mark Hnatiuk. Helen Habing, Larry
Hyshka, David Zilinsky and Hazel
Kiernicki, members at large.

Eric l.ugtigheid, a senior staff mem–
ber of the Multiculturalism Directorate
of the Department of the Secretary of
State in Ottawa, was the guest speaker,
in his remarks, Mr. Lugtigheid dealt
extensively with the problem of teach–
ing and learning languages other than
English and French in Canada, focusing
particularly on the community's role in
this regard.
Entering its third year in September,
the English-Ukrainian bilingual program will have an enrollment of over
550 students. The program is offered in
eight schools in six school divisions as
well as in one parochial school.

Attention, students!
"Ditochi vizerunky," a recording of Ukrainian folk talcs, poems, tongue twisters
and songs for children has been released by Evelina Beluc (center), former actress of
the Chemhrtsi Theater in Ukraine. Ms. Beluc worked on the rendition with her
husband, director Oleksiy Zhurba Koifinan (right). Cover design is by Margarita
Stry zhalki vska (left). Musical score is by Gama Skupy nsky; the producer is Myron
Zalipsky. The recording is available in Ukrainian stores or may be ordered from
Ms. Beluc: 100-G Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302. The costfaS6, postage
delivery Si.

Apopka Ukrainians
honor father

Manor office
accepting applications

APOPKA, Fla. - The annual Fa–
ther's Day celebration was held at the
Unity of St. volodimir on June 21. The
master of ceremonies, Ostap Zabytko,
announced the "Father of the Day,"
Unity secretary Bohdan Czechowycz.
Father Andrij Nazarewycz reminisc–
ed about how he and Mr. Czechowycz
were schoolmates in Ukraine, while
vasyl Ficyk read a poem written espe–
cially for the guest of honor by Apopka
poet Symeon Duda. Next, bandurist
and singer Maria Zabytko performed.
Mr. Czechowycz expressed his grati–
tude and stressed that all unity members
should act like one family. The program
concluded with a special screening of
Slavko Nowytski's film "Pysanka: The
Ukrainian Easter Egg."
The dinner was prepared by Anna
Bilecky and Anna Duda.

JENK1NTOWN, Pa. - The admis–
sions office of Manor Junior College
here has announced that it is still
accepting applications on an ongoing
basis in line with Manor's rolling
admissions policy.

VACATION

REAL ESTATE

Admissions counselor Nancy Brown
suggests that those who have just
graduated from high school and are still
unsure of their plans for the fall should
call the admissions office at Manor.
"We will be glad to help you explore
some possible options — if you have the
interest, we have the time," says Miss
Brown.
Thursdays have been designated as
Campus visitation Days during the
summer months. For more information
or to make an appointment call (215)
885-2360, ext. 18.

Save

VACATION

PINE BEACH INN
Highland Lake, N.Y.
Weekly rentals, hskr. apts. on shore of springfed lake. Private beach, fishing, boatings ft
swimming. 90 miles from H.Y.C. All apts face
lake.

write: E V E L Y N F R A N K
І
j
l
?

2 1 4 Farview Avenue
Paramus. N.J. 07652
Tel.: winter - (201) 265-7339
or summer - (914) 557-8711

j
S
У

Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.

І

UKRAINIAN
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
FRATERNAL
ACTIVITIES
OFFICE

REAL ESTATE
IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA

We service the fastest growing area in the East
for real estate purchase am) investments. Our
Agents are able to assist you in all areas of
Land - Residential - Commercial - industrial LeaseXRentals.
Write or call "Pete" Petrenko for further
information (703) 750-2336
or ( 7 0 3 ) 321-7332
Member of UNA Branch Ш 1
PETRENKO PROPERT1ES
7258 Maple Place
Annandale, virginia 22003

invites you fo participate

CELEBRATION OF YOUTH
August 15-29, 1981 ot Soyuzivka, UN A s resort in the Catskill Mountains
The celebration

TENN1S TOURNEY at SOYUZlYKA
on August 8-9, 1981
m Men's doubles begin Saturday. August 8, at 10 a.m.; Juniors' and mixed doubles

categories.

FOLK A N D R N E ARTS:
П
Ш
Ш
Ш
В

Painting, sculpture, woodcut art
Photography
Ukrainian motif applied fa contemporary fashions
Pytanky
Embroidery
AWARDS W i l l BE GiYEN!
inquire about rules and del ails today:

MARTA KORDUBA, UKRA1NLAN NATrONAL A S S O O A T W H ЗО Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

tournament

SOYUZivKA UNA ESTATE
Foordmore Road - Kornonkson, N X 12446 в (914) 626-5641

artists in tho following

Ш Singing Ensembles
Ш Solo vocalists
Ш Original Musical Compositions

begin at 1 p.m.

Accommodations may be ordered by writing or calling Soyuzhrka.

among young Ukrainian

Ш Ukrainian Bands і Orchestras

m Registration fee: S4.00 per person.
m Registration of tennis players will be held et Soyuzivka one hour before the start of the

will feature competition

PERFOaMiNG ARTS:

THE CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB of NEW YORK
will host the annual doubles (men's and juniors')
and mixed doubles

in a

Category of Competition:
Home.

H performing a t о group, please indicate number

Adrif M

of members in your group:
UNA member: yes.
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Grads receive UNA scholarships
HAMTRAMCK. Mich. - Com–
menceniem exercises of the immaculate
Conception Ukrainian Catholic High
School were held here on Sunday, June
7, in th
dc school auditorium. Of
the28gi
...n
. ;ors - 23 girls and
five boys, six ,wceived scholarships
totaling 5500 fro. fhc Ukrainian Na–
tional Association
The scholarship reupients are:
Olenka Kalytiak, class valedictorian,
a member of the National Honor Society
and recipient of the State of Michigan
Competitive Scholarship and a Wayne
State University Merit Scholarship,
who graduated with high honors and
plans to attend Wayne State University;
Marta Tomkiw, a member of the
National Honor Society and recipient of
a State of Michigan Competitive Scho–
larship, who graduated with high honors
and plans to attend Wayne State Uni–
versity;
Christine Bohay, a member of the
National Honor Society and recipient
of the State of Michigan Competitive
Scholarship and Wayne State Univer–
sity Merit Scholarship, who graduated
with high honors and plans to attend
Wayne State University;
Уега Bodnaruk, a member of the
National Honor Society and recipient of
a Student Life Scholarship from Oakland University, who graduated with
high honors;
Daria Hawrylko, a recipient of a
State of Michigan Competitive Scho–
larship, who graduated with honors;
Chrystyna Maryliw, a senior-year
honors certificate recipient, who plans
to attend Detroit College of Business.

lj

b

Marta Tomkiw

Yera Bodnaruk

Chrystyna Maryliw

Share a good thing
j 55 attend...
pass The Weekly on to a friend Slavic
І studies at the University of
(Continued from page 5)

Mfc

There's no place like Soyuzivka

SOYUZIVKA
The Ukrainian
National
Association
RESORT
in the Catskill Mountains,
near Kerhonkson. N.Y.
EACH FR1DAY - DANCE to the tunes of Soyuzivka Orchestra
under the direction of Leonid verbytsky
Master of ceremonies -

Anya Dydyk

Manitoba; and intermediate Ukrai–
nian, conducted by Roman Koro–
peckyj, doctoral candidate in the depart–
ment of Slavic languages and literatures
at Harvard University.
Conversation sections for beginning–
and intermediate-level language stu–
dents are led by Anna Plehova, a

graduate student in Slavic studies at the
University of Manitoba, and Maxim
Tarnawsky, a doctoral candidate in the
department of comparative literature at
Harvard University.
in addition to these regular academic
offerings, the Harvard Ukrainian Sum–
mer institute will once again sponsor a
wide variety of extracurricularactivities
— lectures, films and Ukrainian dance
classes taught by volodymyr Kurylo
and Adrian Stecyk. AH special events
are free and open to the general public.

.'H'M"4'^4I1BEJLIWIULJU

CANADA'S NAT10NAL UKRA1N1AN FESTivAt, 1NC.

July 30, July 31, August 1, 2, 1981
EASTER EGG "PYSANKA"
CONTEST
Sponsored by R O T H M A N S ' o f PALL M A L L C A N A D A L T D .
and

July 1 1 , 1 9 8 1 at 8:30 p.m.
AN EVENING DEDICATED TO

VOLODYMYR IVASIUK
Evelin Beluc - recitation and songs by volodymyr ivasiuk
Piano accompaniment - Leonid verbytsky
Olexej Zhurba 10 p.m. -

reminiscences about volodymyr ivasiuk

DANCE -

Saturday, July 18, 1 9 8 1 -

"Rosa" Orchestra
8:30 p.m.

ENTERTA1MENT PROGRAM 10 p.m. -

Soyuzivka Ensemble

DANCE to the tunes of orchestra

u

UKRAINIAN RITUAL BREAD
CONTEST
Sponsored by MAPLE LEAF M1LLS
Entries will be accepted up to July 30th, 1981.
Judging, Trophies and Prize Monies Awarded July 31, 1981
Pysanka Chairman - ROSE HRYTSAY
Ukrainian Ritual Breads Chairman - DOLORES GALBRA1TH
Applications for Rules, Regulations and Entry Forms may be requested
by writing to:

The large air conditioned Dance Hall "veselka"

CANADA'S NATlONAL UKRA1N1AN FESTivAL, 1NC.

Soyuzivka: (914) 626-5641

119 Main Street South, Dauphin, Manitoba, Canada R7N 1K4
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was president of the National Honor
Society in his senior year and graduated
in the top 10 percent of his class. For his
efforts there, he received a Wayne State
University Merit Scholarship, which
covers all tuition costs until the comple–
tion of an undergraduate degree, and a
State of Michigan Competitive Scholarship among others.
The Mychalczaks are members of St.
Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Church in
Warren and of UNA Branches 146 and
94.

Dr. Yarymovych elected head
of aeronautics institute
Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk, recently received
a bachelor of science degree from the
University of Pennsylvania.
He graduated magna cum laude and
is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa
honor society.
A Benjamin Franklin Scholar, Mr.
Hnatiuk was elected to the Phi Lamda
Epsilon Honorary Chemical Society in
1980. He will attend a medical school in
Philadelphia in the fall.
Mr. Hnatiuk and his parents are
members of UNA Branch 1S3.

Receives master's degree

Elected protohegumen

Dr. Michael 1. Yarymovych
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. - Dr. Mi–
chael 1. Yarymovych, vice president of
advanced projects for Rockwell international Corporation's North Ameri–
can Space Operations and vice presi–
dent of engineering for the company's
Aircraft Group, was elected presidentelect of the 32,000-member American
institute of Aeronautics and Astro–
nautics.
Dr. Yarymovych will succeed АІАА
president Joseph Gavin of the Grumman
Corporation in 1982. An АІАА fellow.
Dr. Yarymovych is a member of the
institute's executive committee and
served as technical director and a
member of the board of directors in
1976-79.

Graduates magna cum laude

W1NN1PEG - The Rev. Paul
Maluga, 57, was elected protohegumen
of the Redemptorist Order here on May
28. The Redemptorist Fathers have
seven monasteries in Canada and two in
the United States.
The newly elected protohegumen was
born in Gilbert Plains, Man., and served
as protohegumen from 1964 to 1972.
From 1972 to 1975, he was assigned
to St. John the Baptist Church in
Newark, N.J.,and from 1975 to 1981 to
Our Lady of Perpetual Help in Yorkton.

Wins civic award
DETROlT - The Spirit of Detroit
Award was presented to Wayne County
Commissioner John J. Korney of De–
troit's 17th District at the annual
Metropolitan Detroit international
institute banquet held here recently.
Frank Angelo, retired Detroit Free
Press associate editor, was also a
recipient.
The award, an expression of the gra–
titude and esteem of Detroit citizens
toward Mr. Korney and a recognition
of exceptional achievement, outstand–
ing leadership and dedication to im–
proving the quality of life, was signed by
all nine members of the Detroit City
Council.

Robert Michael Michalski
High School in Metuchen, N.J., as
valedictorian.
Mr. Michalski is a parishioner of the
Ukrainian Assumption Church of Perth
Amboy, where he is a member of the
church choir, Boyan, UNA Branch 155
and the recently formed Ukrainian
Culture Club.
While attending the Ukrainian As–
sumption elementary school, he was
also an altar boy for the parish, in high
school Mr. Michalski was president of
the Spanish Honor Society, member of
the National Honor Society, news
editor of the school paper and a member
of the student council.
in September he will enroll at Har–
vard University, where he will major in
English. After college he plans to
embark on a career in either teaching or
law.

Earns science degree

Named senior counselor
CH1CAGO - Roman І. Smook, a
Chicago attorney, was named a senior
counselor by the Hlinois State Bar
Association in "recognition of more
than 50 years of honorable service at the
bar and continued interest in the ad–
vancement of the profession of law."
Mr. Smook is a member of UNA
Branch 425!

High school valedictorian
Oleh Wasyl Hnatiuk
JERSEY C1TY, K J . - Oleh Wasyl
Hnatiuk, son of UNA Supreme Auditor

Falinsky..
(Continued from page 4)

in the juniors' division, ihor Nadbe–
rezny did not let fraternal feelings get in
his way as he downed his older brother,
Mark, 6-І, 6-3. He first eliminated
Roman Kruchowy (Soyuzivka) 8-5 in a
pro-set, while his brother beat Evhen
Olynec 8-3.
Sixteen-year-old Kathy Taraschuk
(Soyuzivka) won the girls'junior title by
beating 13-year-old Tania Sawchak
(Tryzub-Philadelphia) 6-2, 6-1 in the
finals, in the semi-final match, Ms.
Taraschuk downed 12-year-old Lida
Sawchak, while sister Tania defeated 11year-old Laryssa Geddy (Chicago Li–
ons).
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Wins essay contest
ii
RUTHERFORD, N.J. - Natalie
K!ufas, a ninth grader at St. Mary's
School here, recently won a S100 U.S.
Savings Bond from the Knights of
Columbus for having written the best
essay in a contest which included;entries
from the state's 250 Knights of Colum–
bus councils.
The award was presented at a cere–
mony sponsored by the Regina Council
1688 of the Knights of Columbus.
Presenting the awards were Robert
Hatler, district deputy, who represented
the state council, andTimothy Noonan,
grand knight of the Regina Council.
They were assisted by Leo Paquin,
awards chairman of all Regina Council
youth contests.
Miss Klufas, whose paper dealt with
"What the Principles of Life, Liberty
and the Pursuit of Happiness,Mean to
Me," won the regional Regina Council
contest in which over 80 essays were
submitted. Her paper was then sent to
the state judges, who deemed it the.best.
"Ms. Klufas and her family are mem–
bers of UNA Branch 134 in Rutherford.

Wins swim medals

. jj

NIAGARA FALLS, om. - Nine–

PERTH AMBOY, N.J. - Robert
Michael Michalski, the son of Michael
and Catherine Michalski of Perth
.Amboy, graduated from St. Joseph's
The tournament was coordinated by
a committee consisting of Roman
Rakoczy Sr., Jaroslaw Rubel and
Messrs. Sawchak and Snylyk.
Presenting the awards, which were
provided by the Ukrainian Sports Club
of New York, were Prof. John Teluk,
UNA supreme auditor, Walter Kwas,
Soyuzivka manager; and Lida Lenec,
who presented Mr. Snylyk an award in
memory of her late father, Dr. Wolo–
dymyr Lenec.
in his brief concluding remarks, Mr.
Rakoczy thanked all the competitors
for a fine tournament, and Mr. Teluk
congratulated all the winners and
wished all the competitors luck at the
next tournament.
The next Soyuzivka tournament is
scheduled for August 8-9. Registration
will take place on August 8 at 9 a.m. in
the main building at Soyuzivka.

NEWARK, N.J. - Nestor Rohow–
sky, a member of UNA Branch 27,
received a master's degree in statistics
from Hunter College in New York City.
He already holds a bachelor's degree
in mathematics from New York Univer–
sity. in September he will continue his
studies on a graduate fellowship at
Rutgers University, where he wijl work
toward a Ph.D. in statistics.
Mr. Rohowsky completed his ele–
mentary education at St. John the
Baptist Ukrainian Catholic School in
Newark and his high school education
at Seton Hall Prep. He also graduated
from the local school of Ukrainian
studies and was a member of P!ast
Ukrainian Youth Organization:

Borys Roman Mychalczak
WARREN, Mich. - Borys Roman
Mychalczak of Warren graduated with
high distinction from Wayne State
University in Detroit. Through four
years of college, Mr. Mychalczak main–
tained a cumulative grade-point aver–
age of 3.92 while following a pre–
medical curriculum and earning a
bachelor of science in biology.
He was inducted into the Phi Beta
Kappa fraternity in recognition of high
academic achievements as a junior
member-in-course. On October 1, 1980,
Mr. Mychalczak was accepted into the
medical program at Wayne State Uni–
versity School of Medicine and will be
attending this institution when classes
begin in the fall.
Mr. Mychalczak attended the imma–
culate Conception Ukrainian Catholic
High School in Hamtramck, Mich. He

year-old– Alexander Samitz captured
four medals at the Heritage Swim Meet
held in nearby Aricaster in early June .
The young athlete, whose grandfather. Petro Samitz, is the secretary of
UNA Branch 468 in Niagara Falls, won
silver medals in the 100-meter freestyle,
the 50-meter butterfly and the 50-meter
breaststroke. He also took a bronze
medal.
Young Alexander, who has been
swimming since he was two years old
and competing for one year, is a novice
member of the Garden City Aquatic
Club in St. Catharines, Ont., under
coach Sandy Wisniewsky.
The fourth-grade student at the
Diamond Jubilee school recently" told
the Niagara Falls Review that he will be
doing plenty of swimming this summer.
"ill be going to the Ukrainian Scout
camp in July in Buffalo for two weeks,"
said Alexander, "ill be spending most
of the time in the pool and then taking
more swimming lessons this summer."
Alexander is the son of Orest and
Luba Samitz.
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Toronto children receive first holy communion

Gamsakhurdia...

Over 700 parishioners were on hand recently when 37 children of St. Demetrius Ukrainian Catholic Church in Toronto
received their first holy communion. Pictured with the children are (from left): Sister Rachel, principal of St. Demetrius
Catholic School; the Rev. T. Lozynsky, associate pastor of the church; the Rev. John Tataryn, pastor; and Nadia Toplin, a
Grade 2 teacher at the school, who helped the children prepare for their special day.

On April 7, 1977, he was arrested and
charged with "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda." and sentenced to three
vears in a labor camp to be followed by
two years' internal exile.
However. Mr. Gamsakhurdia's sen–
tence was commuted to two years.'exile
after he allegedly renounced his activi–
ties on a heavily edited Soviet television
broadcast.
He returned to Tbilisi in June 1979,
and the Soviet news agency TASS
reported that he was granted a pardon
by the Supreme Soviet of Georgia.
But, according to Keston, after the
Communist Party newspaper Pravda
ran a story of his confession, Mr.
Gamsakhurdia wrote the paper a letter
admitting that, although he had expres–
sed regret about the "reproduction and
dissemination of certain emigre and
samizdat materials," he had not re–
nounced his "basic activity" which he
said was "patriotic and humanitarian."
Pravda, however, refused to publish
his letter, instead telling Mr. Gamsa–
khurdia that they would not publish
anything about him in the future.

(Continued from page 2)

considered slander. 1 think you should select a
"We felt, however, when this series started that it
magazine or newspaper which does so and file a class- was weak, and we are no longer adding titles to it. (We
action suit based on a charge of slander. This would stopped after the initial two — Russia and France.)
(Continued from page 9)
certainly wake up the press." - Allen Binckley.
"Thank you for your interest, and 1 will see that your
letter reaches the originators." — Jeanne vestal, vice
"You can write or send a form letter to people who Columbus, Ohio, in a letter to the MAC.
Ш
"Several
days
ago
1
had
the
opportunity
of
president
and editorial director. Franklin Watts inc.,
have sent copies of their correspondence to the MAC
or else publish an article in The Weekly to recruit examining one of your publications: 'Come to Russia' in a letter to Larissa M.L. Onyshkevych.
MAC reps. Ask people to send their name, address by Brian Williams. І wasappalled by the collection of
Ш "Several days ago a book from your school's
and phone number. The only obligation is that a MAC misinformation, inaccuracies and contradictions. library was brought to my attention: 'Come to Russia'
rep will (in addition to writing his or her own letter) try Obviously the author had no idea about what he was by Brian Williams.
to recruit or encourage a few other people to write. writing. Obviously, too, your 'Russian consultant' is
"This book is full of inaccurate statements,
Consider me your MAC rep in L.A. ..."— Walter J. poorly equipped to be a consultant.
contradicting facts and quite open Communist
"1
am
including
a
small
list
of
some
examples
of
Lesiuk, in a letter to the MAC.
propaganda. І am attaching a list of some of these
incorrect 'facts' which your publication is spreading to
Ш "1 want to offer some suggestions for your young readers, if this is your intention — then what 'facts.' Since Slavic studies is my area of specialization
campaign.
you are doing is a crime; if you are doing this - І suggest that the book be sent back to the
"First of all. you are missing out by not printing the unintentionally — then you should remove this edition publisher. We have no right to give our children such
addresses to which people can write to protest. A and have it corrected. ..." — Larissa M.L. Onysh– an access to inaccurate statements. As a Lawrence
reference to a magazine article is useless without an kevych, Ph.D., Lawrenceville, N.J., in a letter to Anita Township taxpayer, 1 protest the use of any money for
address or date of issue and name of article.
such a collection of misinformation and propaganda."
Townsend, Warwick Press, New York.
Ш "Thank you for your letter that has come - Larissa M.L. Onyshkevych, in a letter to Russel
"1 would also like to suggest what political parties
have used for years. You need to have a certain addressed to Ms. Anita Townsend care of the Hunchar, principal, intermediate School, Lawrence–
number of people to count on for letters. 1 suggest that Warwick Press. We are indeed forwarding your letter ville, N.J.
Ш "Mr. Hunchar has informed me by telephone that
you establish a letter club and open enrollment for along to the author and originators of the book.
people who will write protests. Each month or so, you
"This book was prepared for us by a company in the book has been withdrawn from the school library.
can pick out a target and mobilize your letter writers. London, and we import the finished product. They He also asked for a list of recommended books on the
"1 also want to suggest something novel. Calling the have in the past always been reliable with their facts, subject." - Larissa M.L. Onyshkevych, in a letter to
the MAC.
Ukrainian people by the name of Russian could be and 1 am appalled to read your letter.

Combat correspondence
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NO PLACE L1KE SOYUZivKA!

MAKAR'S JEWELRY
STORE fc SHOP

SOYUZIVKA

-

823 Sanford Ave. m Newark. N.J. 07106 " (201) 374-7787

BEAUTlFUL ESTATE OF THE UXRA1N1AN NAT10NAL ASS'N
IN THE ROLLING CATSK1LLS NEAR KERH0NKS0N, N.Y.
it's the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!
Make your reservations now - tor a week, or two. or three
EiQimite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, home made recipes. 8 tennis courts.
volleyball courts. Olympic sire swimming pool, entertainment, sports, special weekend concert
programs

FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP
BEG1NNERS - JULY 19 - AUGUST 1: ADvANCED - AUGUST 2 - AUG. 15

U K R A I N I A N A R T S COURSES
AUGUST 16 -

-

AUGUST 3 1 . 1981

ш
ш
m
u

Large selection of jewelry made of 14 and 18 carat gold, silver and enamel
Jewelry crafted to your specifications
Ukrainian tryzub (tridents) in various styles and sizes
Men's and women's watches coral and amber iewelry brooches earrings, rings
and crosses
ш Bulk orders accepted from shops as well as individuals
ш Gold iewelry and coins bought
vERY REASONABLE PRiCES " CtOSED WEDNESDAYS
Write for our mail order catalogue
Вгдпівпогипрсюаіесдпописдеіапрарсдир

sssssfcs

S98Q

ssss

УПУҐЛ

Looking for a second income?

Become
AN ORGAN1ZER
for Ukrainian National Association
FULL or PART Т І М Е
You could start this career by organizing your family and friends
For information write to:

Name .
Address

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE

Kerhonkson. N.Y. 12446

Tel: (914) 626-5641

30 Montgomery Street a Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Men: Organizing Dept
Or telephone: ( 2 0 1 ) 4 5 1 - 2 2 0 0 (Collect) or ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 7 - 5 2 5 0
wfrtwtKtt^baciawftuwttftutH'S^wwt't^twww^wtsi^ttCOTtstuH.s-ttMwtgwaMg
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Young UNA'ers

Sleeping like — well, a baby - young
Adam James Gavin Pachowka is one of
the youngest members of UNA Branch
237 in Chester, Pa. Born on March 16,
Adam is the son of James and Robin
Pachowka.
With a winning smile and afirmgrip,
young Markian Domaradsky, youngest
member of UNA Branch 25 in Jersey
City, is obviously not camera shy. The
young charmer is the son of Evhenia
and Roman Domaradsky and the
grandson of Wasyl and volodymyr
Formaniuk, and Olha and Stepan
Domaradsky.
The darling duo of 4-year-old Jessica Ann Grous (at left) and sister Nicole Jeanine,
6, is a cute additionto UNA Branch 83 in Phildelphia. The sisters are daughters of
Arthur and Olga Grous.

Job openings at the Svoboda Press
PASTE-UP PERSON, TYPESETTER and ASS1STANT
to ADDRESSOGRAPH OPERATOR

Although he may not know it, this cute
little nipper - 3-month-old Adam Max
DeDries - has just become a member
of an extended family: the UNA. Grandmother Maria Kotiwec recently took
out an E-20 policy for little Adam Max,
now an official member of Branch 143
in Great Meadows, N.Y.

Knowledge of Ukrainian and English helpful Will train

Good benefits

Apply in person at

SVOBODA
30 Montgomery Street

a

Jersey City. N.J. 07302

a

(201)434-0237

ANNOUNCEMENT
The JUL1AN REVAY CARPATHlAN RESEARCH CENTER announces that it is planning to erect a Monument on the grave of the late

JULIAN

REVAY

Premier of Carpatho-Ukraine
Little Elizabeth Helina Kohut, dutch–
ing a building block, is the youngest
member of Branch 151 in Allentown,
Pa. Grandparents ilko and Kateryna
Kohut recently bought little Elizabeth
Helina a real building block for her
future - an endowment policy which
will mature when she is 18, just in time
for college.

We kindly request friends and acquaintances of the late Premier Julian Revay as well as orpniations to contribute to this worthy cause and to
send their contributions to:

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS

Selfreliance, FCU, Account No. 8 9 5 4
1 0 8 Second Avenue
New York. N.Y. 1 0 0 0 3
Please m a k e checks to: T h e Julian Revay Carpathian Research Center
THE JULIAN REVAY CARPATHIAN RESEARCH CENTER:
Prof. Dr. Peter Stercho
President

Dr. Wasyl Weresh
Secretary

UNA STUDENT EDUCAT10NAL LOANS
The loan will bear a modest interest rateof 30Xo a year only on loans made, interest
will accumulate during the period of schooling and be paid during repayment
period.
Ач of ЧОУРІПЬРІ і r h . l d r e n u p t o a
enroll tor S?S 000 nl insurance

years nl age w h o e n n l l U

Juven.ie members ages і to 10 enrolled lot J i b 0 n 0 . i t N 1 W .
protection

і OP guaranteed a j " i 0 0 0 educational loan Should the

'hey will tip guaranteed .і li
'guaranteed a U 00C fdurationai (nan if enrolled 'or J?S 0 0 0 о І

they will Be guaranteed a loan ol Sf– 0 0 0

the protection heip.n referred to must be imrtpr UNA P ?fl

A UNA

FRATERNAL
SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

A tnima' nntn c 'hat loan is guaian!i-ert w i ! be sen! with Cei
nd dues paid until fdurationai loan is granted and throughout repayi
he assigned to UNA during !bp period n l '
цієї age ?l when loan is granted

Rppaymen' ot h,an bpgins thp

nand " iepavment f ithet patents'"guardian mus'guarantee repayment ol loan
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
THE UKRAINIANS OF MARYLAND -

THE ANARCH1SM OF NESTOR MAKHNO. 1918-1321. An Aspect of the Ukrainian

edited^wntten by:

Stephen Baserab PaulFenchak WolodymyrC Sushkoand others

І

Revolution Edited by Michael Pali j . 428 pages -

ПЬ

hardbound

514.50

SHtvCHENKO'S TESTAMENT-by John Panchuk

J 4.00

H1ST0RY OF PUSHK1N S POLTAVA

і 2.50

BOOMERANG - Тім works of YALENTTN MOROZ by Yaroslav Khun, introduction by
Or Paul L Gersper
Unbound
Bound

і 3.75
і 5.75

DlSPLACED PERSON -

by Mane Halun Bloch. decorations by Allen Davis . . . . S 7.95

A H1STORY OF THE RUSS1AN E11P1RE -

volume І by Nicholas L. FR -Chirovsky

S15.00

LOOK WHO'S C0M1NG
by William Kurelek

by John P Pauls

The Wachna

Story, by Mary Panmadis.

ENGLISH UKRAINIAN Dictionary -

by vyacheslav Chornovil. introduction by Frederick

BOUNDARlES OF FLAME -

J 8 95

A Complete Collection of Poetry -

J 6 95

THEMASTERSJESb-lvanFranko.translatedbyRomanTatchyn
П А Н С Ь К І Ж А Р Т И - Івам фрвнко, переклад Романа Татчяна

THE 1NTERNAT10NAL SAKHAROv HEARiNG Marti Harasowska and OrestOlhovych

S10.00

іій Олени Те.ііі и упоряджу

1N DEFENSE OF THE UKRA1NE CAUSE by Roman Rakhmanny

SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Gimli Area - by Michael Ewanchuk
Si 1 00

Ї 1 2 95

Olena Teliha. Com–

вала Й переклала Орнся П р о к о п

P011SH ATR0C1T1ES1N UKRA1NE -

FOX MYKYTA - lvan Franko English version by 8ohdan Melnyk
illustrated by William Kurelek

S14.95

piled and Translated by Orysia Prokopiw

j 595

UKRA1NE 1N A CHANGiNG WORLD Papers presented at the conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary of the Founding of Ukrainian Quarterly, ed Waller
Dushnyck PhD
S10.00

by Leonid Plyushch.

by м. і Podvesko.

ПОЛУМ'ЯНІ МЕЖІ - По
THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS-by Lev E.Dobriansky

illustration
J 9 00

HlSTORY'S CARNivAl A Dissident's Autobiography
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk

THE UKRA1N1AN ECONOMY - its background, present status and potentials of
future growth by Nicholas l . Fr.-Chirovsky
S 2.00

THE CHORNOvil PAPERS C.Barghoorn

-

SYMONENKO -

compiledand edited by Emil Revyuk

A STUDY 1N SEMANT1CS by lgor Shankovsky

a) CONvERSATlONAl UKRA1N1AN by YarSlavutych Fourth edition
b! UKRA1N1AN FOR BEG1NNERS by YarSlavutych Fifth revised editu

J12 50

о

S 2.75

J 2 75

UKRAINIAN IN PICTURES by YarSlavutych

SP1R1T0F UKRA1NE -Ukrainiancontributionstoworld'sculturebyD

Snowyd

Human Rights iruhe USSR, ed by
S 8.95

TRA01T10NA1 UKRAlNlAN COOKERY -

by Savella Stechishm (Handling and

postage charges included)
HNlZDOvSKY–Woodcuts. 1944-1975acatalogueraisonne byAbeM.Tahir. Jr

S25.00

A H1ST0RY OF UKRA1NE -

S27 50

D1PL0MACY

OF DOUBLE

Si 3.00

MORALlTY

-

Europe's

Crossroad

in Carpatho–

Ukraine 1919-1939byPeterG Stercho
by МісИмІ Hrushevsky

THE USSR vs. PR М І К Н А І І STERN -

S15.00

Soviet "Justice'' vs. Human Rights

U K R A I N I A N W O M E N I N THE SOVIET U N I O N D O C U M E N T E D

THE UKRA1NE. 1917-1921: A STUDY 1N REvOLUTlON -

edited by Taras Нипсгак

with the assistance of John T. von der Heide. Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Ut–
rainian Research institute 1977.424 pages -

hard bound

,

(15.00

The Ukrainian Herald issue 6. DiSSENT i N U K S A l N E – an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Trans, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Lesya Jones and Bobdan
Yawn
S 6.95

UKRA1N1AN EMBR01DERY by Ann Kmit. Johanna Lucmw.LorettaLuciow

S 2.50

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917-1919 in 2 volumes by Matthew
Stachiw Peterl Stercho and Nicholas l . F Chirovsky
520.00

S1495

Compiled by Nina Strokata and volodymyr Hrusikewych

t '

translated and edited by Myroslava Stefanruk
S 3.25

A STUOY OF VASYL' STEFANYK: THE PA1N AT THE HEART Of EXlSTENCE -

by 0 . s

Struk. with foreword by G.S.N lucky), - b o u n d

GRAN1TE OBEUSKS -

и

P E R S E C U T I O N . 1975-eo

J 8.50

by vasyl Sytnonenko

І 5.00

UKRA1NE ABriefHistorybyRomanSiporluk

J 300

REPORT FROM THE BER1A RESERYE - The protest writing of vALENTYN MOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner, ed. and trans, by John Kolasky
і 2.95

THE SHATTERED 1LLUS10N - The History of Ukrainian Pro-Communist Organiza–
tions in Canada by John Kolasky
hardS1500
soft J 7 95

UKRAtNlANS ANO JEWS - articles, testimonies, letters and official documents
dealing with interrelations of Ukrainians and iews in the past and present
A SYMPOS1UM-published by UCCA
1 5 00

GREGOR KRUK -

vorwort von Jean Cassou. Einfiihrung von lsa Bauer. Ukrainische

Freie Universitat.
TWO YEARS 1N SOviET UKRA1NE - A Canadian's persor,al account of Russian
oppression and the growing opposition, by John Kolasky
і 3.95

UKRAINIANS ABROAD -

И8.50

vol. її

^

C O M M U N I C A T I O N MED1A AND SOviET NATlONAllTY POUCY Languages-inSovietT.v.Broadcasting.byWasyiveryha

Offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA

by volodymyr Kubijovyc

Уві 1

W.x
Status of National
S 2.00

J 3.00

ІНЕ SAGA OF UKRA1NE by Myron В Kuropas

S 4 00

lvan Franko: K1S THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES-by Nicholas Wacyk

J 7.75

THE AGE OF HER01SM
(handling and postage charges included)
THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN INDEX by Christine l Wynar
THE UKRAINIANS I N A M E R I C A - b y Myron в. Kuropas

DlE S0WJET1SHE NAT10NAL1TATENP0L1T1C NACH STAL1NS TOD (1953-1970) - b y
L

Borys lewytikyj

THE OTHER HOLOCAUST by BohdanWytwycky

An Antholody of Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael Luchkovich

FATHER (,GAPlUS HONCHARENKO -

UKRAINIANS I N PENNSYLVANIA S10.00

MODERN UKRAINIAN SHORT STORIES-ed.byGeorgeS.N. iuckyi

ivAN ИАгЕРРА -

by Senator Paul Y u y t

8 3.00

S 3.00

First Ukrainian Priest in the United States by

Theodore Luciw

HETMAN OF UKRArNE -

J 4 95

Many Circles of Hell

ИІ.00
FOR A BETTER CANADA -

THE1R LAND -

The Ukrainian weekly 1978

14.95

a contribution to the growth of the

wealth.-Softboend

j s so

Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check or

by Clarence A. Manning

money order, including postage S i 0 0 to S3 0 0 (depending on the number of books)
and a 5 4 sates tax lor New Jersey residents, to:
lvan Franko. POEMS -

from translations of Percival Cundy by Clarence A. Manning

t 4 so

UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS - b y Clarence A. Manning..

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
3 0 Montgomery Street

m Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

N THE GERMAN Mil 1S OF DEATH 1941 1945 by Petm Mirchu

MJKOviNlAN l'KRAlN:ANS -

a historical background and their self-determination

i n l 9 1 8 b y l . M Nowosrwsky

CATARACT -

by Mykhaylo Osadchy

J 7 00

PAYMENT ACCEPTED 1N U S CURRENCY ONLY

